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Students, Faculty Celebrate Pfeil Field House Gets
Major Renovations
BILL COSGROVE

NEWS WRITER

A memorial service was held
on Wednesday, Dec. 7, in the
chapel to celebrate the life of
Trinity English professor Fred
Pfeil, who died Nov. 29 after a long
struggle with cancer.
Fred's unique ability to forge
communities and bring strangers
together was evident as an eclectic
mix of students, faculty, family,
friends, and neighbors continued to
arrive after the five o'clock start.
By the time the service began,
every pew in the entire chapel was
filled—no doubt a testament to the
many lives Professor Pfeil had
touched throughout his life.
Chaplain Daniel Heischman greeted everybody and noted that, "One
of the greatest tilings about Fred
was his encouragement of individual voices and his eagerness to hear
those voices." With that in mind,
the format of the service allowed
many of Fred's closest friends and
colleagues to share their memories
and pay tribute to him in a variety
of ways. Some chose to talk about
a specific memory or story about
Pfeil, while others decided to read
passages from some of his favorite

JAMES THALER

Assaiante. "NESCAC is the
strongest Division III conference
in United States for tennis, and
Renovations to Ferris Athletic
until these renovations, we were
Center's Memorial indoor track
the only tennis program in
and field house began last
Monday. Planned updates to the NESCAC that didn't have an
indoor facility, putting our pro50-year old building include
gram in a tough recruiting situaresurfacing the facility's two-lane
tion and giving us limited options
track, installing new tennis
in the event of inclement weathcourts, and improving the space's
lighting fixtures. A week into the er." Assaiante explained that until
now organizing indoor training
project, contractors have already
has
been difficult, with students
replaced the lighting fixtures having
had to "drive at awful
which stand to save the College
times
to
tennis clubs all over, and
$75,000 annually - and have
driving
in
bad weather." In addibegun to focus their attention on
tion, many track athletes comthe flooring.
plained about the pounding
According to men's squash
against the track's old surface.
and tennis coach Paul Assaiante,
who has been the driving force
"A lot of times after workouts
we'd have sore legs the next day
behind the initiative, the upgrades
due to the poor surface," said the
being made are not matters of
luxury, but necessary for the oft-injured runner Matt Coraccio
'06.
building to continue to serve a
The changes in the field house
functional purpose.
will stand to benefit more than
"Over time the floor became
so hardened and. so slick that it just the track and tennis prowas an unsafe environment to the grams. In addition to the lighting .
point where we were not able to
see FIELD on page 5
use it for tennis at all," said
NEWS WRITER

Courtesy of Luis Figueroa

The entire campus felt the weight of Fred Weil's death last week.
works of poetry.
Professor Pfeil was a native of
Port Allegany, Penn., and received
his B.A. from Amherst in 1971 and
an M.A. in creative writing and
English from Stanford in 1973. He
joined the Trinity faculty in 1985.
Fred was the director of Trinity's
Creative Writing Program and an
initiator of the Film Studies
Program. He was also involved
with Void and the Trinity Anti-War
Coalition. Pfeil is survived by his

wife, Elli Findly, a member of the
Religion Department at Trinity.
The memorial service had-an
atmosphere of both sadness and
happiness; everyone was upset
over his death, yet it was clear that
Fred had brought so many laughs
and so much joy to people that it
seemed impossible to think about
him without smiling. One story
that had everybody laughing was
see BELOVED on page 7
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Brazilian Tunes Hit

they usually approved it," she Dean of the Faculty will chair
continued.
the committee and participate in
NEWS WRITER
The changes to the A&P the committee's discussion about
were in its structure only, "the a candidate but will not have
Professors reviewed the
voting privileges.
criteria for evaluating faculty
College's governance structure
have not changed," emphasized.
and voted to strengthen the
The Dean will, in fact, have
authority of the Dean of the- Desmangles. The committee
stronger authority because of
now has seven members, comFaculty and increase the role of
these changes. The seven faculty
pletely comprised of faculty
the faculty in making institutionvote and issue a report to the
members. It consists of six sen- Board of Trustees; the Dean also
al changes at a meeting last
issues a report based on his
ior faculty from three academic
week.
divisions (social sciences, natu- observation of the hearings.
Trinity administrators noted
Finally, the President, although
ral sciences including engineerthat the two most important
not actually present, will get the
ing,
and
the
humanities
includchanges
regarded
the
information and issue his own
ing art) and one additional faculAppointments and Promotions
Committee (A&P) and the ty member, ensuring greater
expertise i n the process. The
Educational Policy Committee
see FACULTY on page 6
(EPC).
Sam Lin
The A&P "evaluates the
Trinity's samba ensemble percussionists provide a driving beat.
work of faculty, mainly their
teaching, their scholarship and
dents, and a special guest dancer
JOHN RENDEIRO
their service to the college,
ARTS WRITER from Brazil danced on the floor.
On Friday night, despite the The group entertained the crowd, based on evaluations of colleagues at the college, letters of
but also served as an important
foot of fresh snow that covered
exhibitscmrently;.
;:
evaluation on the quality of their
reminder of the cultural diversity
the ground outside, Trinity's
:
"^mngifeatat0d at^e;,\[
publications from scholars at
that exists within the Trinity and
Samba Ensemble performed for
other
institutions,
[and]
current
Hartford
community.
the first time this year in the
The ensemble consisted of a and former students' evaluations
Goodwin Theater and recreated
on teaching," said A&P Chair
guitarist
and cavaquinho player
the atmosphere of tropical Brazil.
and Professor of Religion Leslie
(the
cavaquinho
is
the
Portuguese
Samba is a blending of traditional
Desmangles.
precursor
to
the
ukulele),
as
well
Portuguese and African music
as
many
drummers
and
percus"For faculty, that's the most
Turn, to page 6 to read about the A student provides a personal
that dates back to the early twensionists
playing
traditional
samba
important
committee
there
is,"
participation
of Trinity students account of the dangers of drunk
tieth century in Brazil. The
driving on page 3, .
instruments
such
as
the
surdo
and
said
Secretary
of
the
Faculty
over
Human
Rights
Week.
Trinity Samba Ensemble was
tamborim.
The
group
began
with
Cheryl
Greenberg.
"It
had
[confounded last year by Professor of
Arts reviews the latest Marions Features gives you fashion tips on
sisted of] five people, including
Music Eric Galm, who has stud- a song in the Pagode style, which
claymation film starring Wallace how to dress despite the stress of
is defined as a backyard party
the President, Dean of Faculty,
ied music in Brazil and teaches
finals week on page 10.
& Orotniton Page 13.
music. Several drummers sat
and three faculty members. That
courses on Latin American music
around a table with soda cans to
[democratic] committee deci-,
page 2 . Arts '
' ' page,13
Opinions
here at Trinity. Led by Professor
page 5
Announcements
enhance the effect of the informal
sion went to the trustees, who
News
: page 16
Galm, nearly twenty students
Features
.page 9.
Sports ,
page 20
have the power to make all final
played through nine samba songs
decisions
regarding
Trinity,
and
see SAMBA on page 15
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From the Editor...
With fall classes having drawn to a close last week, many of us are in
the throes of preparing for final exams, projects, and papers. I, like many, have
allowed all the work that was assigned months ago to slowly pile higher and
higher. There is a strange group of forces at work here. On one hand, I would
like nothing more than to fast-forward to next week when all of my work will
have already been handed in. On the other, I don't want next week to arrive so
that I will still have the precious few hours I need to complete a plethora of
papers.
What's important to remember is that although we have to deal with
impossibly close deadlines and obscene amounts of work, we don't have to
allow ourselves to further worsen the situation by becoming a bunch of
stressed-out nervous wrecks. Stress can cause even the most levelheaded, wellmeaning individuals to become ill tempered.
I am not trying to give study tips or summarize a time-management
seminar that I didn't attend, I am simply advocating, however futile it may be,
that we realize the benefits" of these due dates and ridiculous amounts of work.
We might even venture to sit back and experience our finals work as a journey,
rather than as a means to an end.
I have never had an easy finals week (other than during the fall of my
freshman year, and that was only because I had already failed my way out of
having to finish a calculus class), and have dreaded these few days for the past
month. And yet, I am still glad to be on campus surrounded by friends bonded
in common contempt for extended stays at the library, the bad weather, and lost
opportunities to be the fun-loving bunch of college students that we are.
My message to my fellow students, and especially to those who are in
holes as deep as mine, is to realize that there is an easy, if time consuming,
way out of finals week, and that is to simply do the'work. If college were easy,
why would you do it? There is no greater reward than finishing that essay,
research paper, or presentation and realizing that you'll never have to do it
again ... until next semester.
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Urge Responsibility
in Library, not Racism
BEN SCHACHT
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Along with the extended
library hours that many students
have been clamoring for, we've
gotten some other "security"
measures at the library as well.
These security measures purport
to protect students from unwanted and unneeded distraction by
the Hartford "locals" who may
spend time in the library, in addition to protecting students from
theft. However, these new measures do nothing to protect students, the policy is at least implicitly racist, and the measures are
incredibly alienating as well as
symbolically unpalatable, to say
the very least.
In response to complaints
from students of theft and distraction in the library, new policies
dictate that no one from the community under the age of 16 is
allowed unaccompanied by an
adult, local Hartford residents
must sign in to enter, and Trinity
students must show their I.D.s at
the front desk upon entrance.
This policy carefully regulates
those who enter, excludes those
without the proper credentials
and keeps track of the names of
community members who sign in.
This process of individuation,
exclusion and surveillance ostensibly will-deter thefts and hope^
fully help track down people who
commit these thefts.
But if you've noticed a few
problems running throughout this
policy's logic, you're not alone.
One important question surfaces:
why have non-Trinity students
sign in? Think about it. This system would only help you "track
down" a thief if, indeed, that thief
is a member of the local Hartford
community.
The assumption seems to be
that these folks are more likely to
commit crimes than the much
purer and well-behaved Trinity
community. Hartford, especially
this part of town, is a high-crime,
high-minority area, and the logic
of stronger security measures at
the library is eerily similar to the
puritanical logic of those who
argue for "higher fences" around
the campus. And this logic is at
the very least implicitly racist.
Members from the Hartford community are discriminated against
for coming from a high crime,
high minority area. Racial profiling anyone? By surveying students as they enter, assessing
their "potentials," this policy fundamentally excludes.

Moreover, the new library
policies alienate students. Part of
the point in arguing for longer
library hours was a hope that students who wanted to work longer
would not only be able to, but students who might not otherwise
spend time in the library on a
Friday or Saturday evening
would take advantage of the new
opportunity.
By making a visit to the
library a hassle, the administration has effectively counter-balanced its own attempt to encourage a more academic student
body. For students who might
think about taking advantage of
the new hours, the new policies
say, "Don't bother, it's a pain anyway." This alienation also works
to make students feel simply less
welcome and inhibits their intellectual productivity and comfort.
It becomes difficult to work in an
environment that is locked down.
On the level of symbolism,
too, the new library policies say
the wrong things. The library is
the intellectual center of campus
both physically and symbolically.
It represents the free exchange of
knowledge and ideas. This free
exchange that relies, fundamentally, on people entering, checking out material, and discussing it
is interfered with when bodies are
directed
and
controlled.
Juxtapose the images and ideals
of a liberal arts education that
values of dialogue, reciprocity,
and interdisciplinarity with the
strict control of students entering
and leaving the building. These
students' bodies are literally
directed.
This juxtaposition
reveals the symbolism of ideas
dominated, coerced and controlled, hardly the ideal liberal
arts setting.
So clearly, this new policy
isn't exactly the best thing for students who care about their education. And what makes things
worse is that it's all totally unnecessary. Despite reports of theft,
there is hardly enough evidence
• to discriminate against the
Hartford community. It could be,
in fact, that students themselves
have committed most of the
thefts.
Furthermore, most thefts are a
result of pure irresponsibility.
I'm not unsympathetic to the loss
of an iPodj but if you've left it
unattended on a desk, you're
more or less asking for it. So let's
ditch the policies that alienate and
exclude and ask students to exercise a little more care over their
possessions.

PT sheds a single tear for the last issue of 2005. Happy New Year,
Bantams - and don't forget to have some holiday widi your finals.
The Finals Fairy comes to
visit. Again.
The grand reopening of the .
Long Walk.
Senior Snowball and cham- ,
pagne fountain — nicely done.

, . Peter B's open till midnight all
» * week Late night latte,-anyone?
Construction makes Jarvis
T even more, hazadrous to your
health.'
. x Snow Day to commemorate
"
last day? Not so much.
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Real-Life Impact
of Driving Drunk
mistake. While I was saddened by
ANONYMOUS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR what had happened, this incident
You've heard it before, possi- did little more than elicit prayers
bly many more times than you'd
that, one day, my teacher and his
prefer. From parents to public family could move on. To be honannouncements on television, est, I often felt that they let it
every young man or woman is
affect them too much, questioning
told, "Don't drink and drive." To ' whether the seemingly permanent
some,'it is an adage to be taken
grief they suffered was really necseriously. Others, whose lifestyles
essary.
do not include getting behind the
At this point, I feel I should
wheel while intoxicated, may find point out that true empathy for
it both unnecessary and annoying. such loss is impossible without
There are even those who choose personal experience. You can try,
to ignore it, feeling that they can
through the depths of your heart,
control both a car and their level
to understand and support someof intoxication all at once.
one who suffers from such an
I wish to take this saying and experience, but, if you're lucky,
put a human face on it, pluck it you'll never really know how it

You see stories in newspapers and on
the news every day, seemingly abstract and
detached from the life you live.
from two-dimensional paper and
return it as a three-dimensional
warning. My life has been
impacted, and recently irreparably damaged, due to the failure of
others to adhere to this simple and
If you have never suffered any
form of personal loss due to drunk
driving, then you are a lucky one.
You see stories in newspapers and
on the news every day, seemingly
abstract and detached from the
life you live. But for every one of
these reports, there are countless
people affected.
My first personal encounter
with the impact of drunk driving
came during high school. I had
been fond of a number of my middle school teachers, including my
math teach of two years. He was a
vibrant man of great intellect and
personality. But in one moment,
only days before Christmas, the
world lost that man forever. No,
he was neither killed nor physically injured in an accident; the
victim was his son.
Out with buddies late at night,
he had made the mistake of getting in a car driven by a very
intoxicated friend, and it comes as
no surprise that their ride that
night ended abruptly in a tree.
When my teacher's son died, a
large part of my teacher himself
died as well. It has been many
years since the incident, but in the
times that I have talked to him
since, despite the obvious efforts
that I know he makes, I see only a
shell of his former self.
For me, someone who always
took the message of safety in
regards to alcohol and automobiles seriously, this did very little
to impact my perception. I had
seen the news, I heard the stories,
and I always knew that I would
never be at risk to make such a

feels. I was once that way too,
until one April day.
This is no story of irresponsibility, an accident late at night, in
bad weather, or on some "dangerous" holiday. One day this past
April, 4 sunny and bright afternoon at about I p.m., my grandmother was on her way to take
care of an errand. She was traveling at the speed limit and in the
right-most lane of the highway,
which was actually unusual,
because she was a good and confident driver. She had just finished
sending some mail for my grandfather's family business, and was
on her way to pick up some of his
favorite cheese, something she
did all the time. But despite this
seemingly innocuous situation, it
was not enough to protect her life.
Hours later, while finishing
work at the family business, I
heard the words that would chill
me to this day: "Your grandmother was in an accident." The speaker was my mother, calling from
home; she had been waiting for
my grandmother to return,
because they had decided to
attend the afternoon vespers service at our church. I rushed home
faster than I ever had before,
arriving just moments before my
father, and together we went to
the hospital. Present with my parents, uncles and aunts, I was
informed that she had passed
away.
The whirlwind that followed
was strange to live through. The
toughest moment will forever
remain seared in my mind: when
we returned home to my grandfather's house that night. Telling
him that my grandmother was lost
was excruciating, and I could
never properly describe the sound
see DRUNK DRNING on page 4

Behind the Scenes ztTripod
edit one of the simpler sections;
own articles, we've got around
the News se^ua|y^p|ta% n spend3 another four or five hour commitcloser to 30 hours in the office. ment. On really special weeks, an
As I finish up my last senior Then, we have our Managing
editor may end up writing articles
fall at Trinity, and thus my last Editor and our Editor-in-Chief,
for two sections, so an additional
semester as a section editor for the who frequently stay up all night to
three hours can be tacked on to
Tripod, I have been reflecting
put finishing touches on the paper,
that grand total. Oh, and we also
back upon the four semesters that
only to haul themselves off to a
need to make sure to get in touch
with the staff photographers, who
I have been involved with the full day of classes on Tuesday.
will take pictures of anything and
paper. I joined the staff in the Tuesday night, we all reconvene
everything that we may need for a
spring of my freshman year, in the office and go over the most
thinking it would be a good way recent issue, looking for correc- particular article. At this point,
I'm spending up to 28 hours of my
to meet new people and be tions and improvements that can
involved on campus. After writ- be made. We then discuss article time on Tripod-related endeavors.
All of this is assuming that nothing my third article, I realized that ideas for the next issue; this usualit is also a good way to get people
mad at you.
I co-edit one of the simpler sections;
Generally, this anger stems
the News section probably spends closer
not from differing opinions, but
from a mistake that someone on
to 30 hours in the office.
staff has made (and may I underscore the words anger and mistake). The mistakes are usually
ly takes an hour. However, we're ing goes wrong; that our computsmall, but from the extremely
not done until next Sunday; no
er hasn't crashed, that the printer
rude e-mails we get, you'd think
way. We then have to find people
is working, that all of our articles
the entire world had come crashto write the articles.
are submitted.
ing down around our ears because
This is harder than it seems.
Very few people seem to be
the Tripod had messed up a photo
Usually, editors end up writing for
aware of this time commitment,
caption. So today, dear reader, their sections. We generally suck
unless they have been on staff
I'm going to inform you of any
our Managing Editor (bless her
before or rive with someone who
misconceptions you may have heart) into writing for the paper as
is on staff, in which case they are
regarding the Tripod, and I'm well. Then, we have the fun job of
used to their roommate sneaking
going to be polite about it.
stalking the people who are writin at three in the morning. Instead
of going to sleep, though, I usualTo begin with, the newspaper ing for us, making sure that they
are.going to the lecture they are
ly turn on my desk lamp so that I
is a tremendous time commitment. I usually spend close to 20 supposed to be covering, that they can do some homework before I
hours each week on my section on have set up an interview with the . crawl into bed and pass out for a
editing and layout, and I don't right Professor, and that they are, measly four hours. Oh, and did I
in fact, still writing the article (I
mention that no one on the newseven want to think about how
can't
even
begin
to
describe
the
paper
staff receives credit, either
much more time it would be if I
feeling of despair that arises when
monetary or academic, for all of
didn't have a great co-editor. This
we find out someone isn't writing
their efforts?
time spent in the office breaks
their article at 9 p jn. on a Monday
itself up over Sunday afternoon
Now, I'm not writing this artiand Monday night, with the vast night). So between finding writcle to complain about the time
ers, keeping track of their
majority of those 20 hours happening on Monday night. I co- progress, and then writing our
see TRIPOD on page 4
LINDSAY NORTH
FEATURES' EDITOR
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President Jones Answers Students' Questions
"What
were some of Trinity's greatest
acheviements this term?"
As probably do many of my readers, I
have long slowed down a bit at the end of
jthe calendar year to reflect upon the past
twelve months, to see where I might have
handled something in a different manner, to
note my usual indebtedness to those around
me who are so dedicated to our venerable
'coDege, and to understand all the more how
privileged 1 am because of my family and because of my Mends and
colleagues. Certainly, this would be the case here in 2005, which
somehow (completely incomprehensibly to me) is quickly coming
to a close.
. . .
Among the most noteworthy of the College's achievements this
calendar year would be the following. First, the College confronted our financial situation honestly and openly. The dedication of
the faculty and staff here has been exemplary beyond measure; just
like with families, schools pass through good times and hard times.
The measure of our worth, however, comes not so much in how we
enjoy,the good times but more especially'in how we cope with the'
1
hard ones. And cope Trinity has, with aplomb, although the coping
(as in the compensation freeze necessitated by our finances) has
been far from easy. We have been inordinately fortunate in attracting to Trinity some remarkably talented individuals: new faculty
colleagues who have joined this academic community, three new
vice presidents (Ron Joyce for Advancement, Paula Russo for our
planning and overall administrative efforts including affirmative
action, and Early Reese for Business and Finance). Sally Katz elected as well to leave NYC to come to Trinity to be our'facilities man-

The measure of our worth comes not so
much in how we enjoy the good times but
more in how we cope with the hard ones.
ager. To their number we have added a major gifts officer to bolster our advancement efforts, a director of planned giving to work
on this critically important issue, a budget manager, and will
annouuce the appointment of a combined position to enable the
College to move forward on our communications front and our
alumni front. .
Secondly, the recent votes taken by the faculty at their special
meeting on Dec. 5 will better position Trinity nationally to seek the
kind of chief academic officer who will be the equal of the other
appointments we have been so fortunate to make. The faculty in its
wisdom proved to the letter the ancient Greek adage that the unexamincd life is not worth living. Because of the exceedingly hard
work of so many members of the faculty, significant reforms in
some of our governance processes were overwhelmingly adopted,
all of which augurs'well for our moving forward on our decsnai
seauli.
But ji'.osl irr.pciti'iiU), we liaw a!i rc.uiirmed ihn>uch our words
mill jciions '.he \u:il':y t>i" frini'.j a.- .1 maioi liberal arts ..(ilie-ge in
Lhe I1"* The ConietstnriiA s-jalcpic planning pii>ce*is, the i'o\einuiiL'c tei'iMIUS initiated to rhc Nurd ii) liusu-e.s coupled to those by
the r.icully. oti'- piogies.- to date 01; oil- eompiehensrve campaign
pkuiniiu; imJ ex^cudou. all unJerseou- the treniifiitlous opportunities Trinity k'lK-LS oin siiidenl*.
Evei>thi<ic we die now Join" Liims 10 ell'eci one itnal outcome:
to iiiiikc Ti :uit\ the liheial aits college of choice i'oi students anJ feu
• .ii'illy And. civen ihiit IIUN IS the last column 01 the .seniestoi, I
woiiUl ivir.^s wtue I not 10 ihfiik .ill the inembejs ot rhe faeuln.
slai'l. j.nJ stnJent body i'.n ilic utuemiitin.uly noteworlhj nsjaiMaiu'e
so niauy hi.:'JivJ.-i nj" >ou h.ive ,si\en me 'ooth piofe^^'on-ilK ,.nd
pcLiniialK As ,ve now jdjuuru the c.ilemhu'year to usher ir the next
on J.in 1. "vi ecu: Jo so with pitde in .ill that 1'iinily 'ias .iccoin
piishcJ, '.vi'Ji i7i)iiiUUMILV as 2(100 nijinebo-A all uf .1 --i.ii.lden is to
arrive. ,unl w'.t'u gniUtinle i\ir so much that we SIJ^IV in Ihih fine old
school ;if ours

Please send any questions,
for President Jones
to iripod@trincoll.edu.

me down; show me a cardboard
box of Jello mix, and I don't stand
a chance. I also can't read any
news story about similar tragedies
without having my own pain
flood back to me. When I recently
watched
the
movie
Unbreakable, the early scene in
the hospital was another bitter
reminder, so much so that I couldn't bear to watch through it.
I did not choose to write this
because I seek pity or sorrow for
my loss, as I've already had more
of that than I ever wanted. My
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forgotten in these tragedies: the
family of the drunk driver. When
my worst fears were confirmed
that my grandmother had been
killed by a drunk driver, I couldn't
help but wonder if he had a wife
and kids waiting right that
minute, wondering if he were
coming home. If you allow yourself to drink and drive, you risk
not only forcing a family to suffer
as mine has', but also to bring the
lives of those who love you down
too.

continued from page .•?
of my grandfather's tears, and this
from a man I had never seen cry
my entire life.
The impact of my grandmother's loss is impossible to fully
describe. She was indeed the
matriarch of my family: energetic,
loving, always with a smile and a
kiss. My family loved holidays,
and she was the person they
revolved around, from her cooking, to her decorations, to her
gifts.
Unfortunately, her memory
was not enough to keep my family together. I have since learned
that she was the glue that glossed
over some long-lived tensions
between her children, and without
her guidance, these tensions were
exacerbated to an exponential
degree. I'm not sure my family
will ever reunite, with my grandmother gone.
There have been more subtle
ramifications of her loss as well.
My grandfather has trouble finding reasons to get going each day,
while my mother can't go a day
without breaking down for a
moment. Even those not born will
feel her loss; there was no doubt
in anyone's mind that she had
decades left in her life, and I had
always full expected her to be a
second mother to my children,
just as she had been for me.
Personally, I've been both
irreparably
damaged
and
changed. Random reminders of
my grandmother are apt to break

grandmother's memory will live
on, but I have to move on now to
protect those who have not yet
suffered such a loss. While those
who have not suffered such a
tragedy can never possess my perception of it, I hope my words
help give you pause the next time
you are placed in a situation of
getting behind the wheel while
drunk. I think too many people
are willing to take the risk,
because they feel they alone bear
the risk. But so many drunk driving accidents leave an innocent
victim killed. Not only that, but
they also leave in their wake the
suffering family of that victim,
friends, future moments lost, productive lives shattered. And let's
not omit the victims who are often

numerous religious holidays,
New Year's, and wintry weather,
is notoriously the most dangerous
month of the year in terms of
drunk driving and accidents. The
fact that drunk driving tragedies
still occur is testament to the fact
that the efforts to prevent them
fail to be enough.
And so as we prepare to leave
for the break, I ask, beg, plead all
of you to be smart and sure of
your safety. Just as I would be
devastated to- receive any bad
news about a fellow student upon
my return next term, if my words
will save even one of you from
getting into an accident while
under the influence, then I'll have
made some difference, and that's
all I can ever hope to do.

continued from page 3
commitment or to request a salary.
If I didn't want to work for the
newspaper, I wouldn't. All of the
previous information has been
articulated merely to provide context for some of the inappropriate
responses we receive when we
make mistakes. Among many of
the irate responses we receive, we

check on the name at 1:30 a.m., I
looked at my most recent
response, forgetting that I had
received another, more recent email regarding this article from
someone who was not the author.
In the e-mail I subsequently
received on Tuesday afternoon,
there was no polite request to print
a correction in the next week's

Editor-in-Chief and select professors. It's frustrating when the
majority of the responses we get
are from people who are angry at
us for small mistakes after we
have put so much effort into publishing the paper each week. It's
even more frustrating when people say that the Tripod is a bad
newspaper, yet refuse to participate in its creation.
So in the future, kiddos, be
nice to us. We all try our best, but
we're only human. Mistakes happen, especially when we've all
been staring at the same pages for
over 12 hours. None of us mind
being informed when we've made
a mistake (actually, we'll welcome it), but we are less than
pleased when it comes in an
insulting and/or inappropriate
manner. Show the Tripod staff a
HI' lovin', and maybe get your
hands dirty and write an article for
us sometime. And if you ever

The month of December, with

The fact that drunk driving tragedies
still occur is testament to the fact that the
efforts to prevent themfculto be enough.

Among many of the irate responses we
receive, we have also had copies of the
paper intended for distribution defaced.
have also had copies of the paper
intended for distribution defaced.
There is no way that this action
could ever be perceived as appropriate given the circumstances.
Mistakes happen; people make an
incorrect calculation on their Stats
exam and get the problem wrong,
an athlete misjudges the angle and
misses the goal. Yet the professor
doesn't deface the exam and write
offensive words on it (the letter
'D' doesn't count, folks), and we
certainly don't hunt down the athlete and scribble all over his or her
jersey.

paper. Instead, the e-mail was
completely condescending, rude,
and also insinuated that I was stupid. I may be many things, but
I'm not stupid, and implying that I
am will not endear you to me.
Despite my personal feelings, I
printed a correction.
Despite our complaints, we on
the Tripod staff enjoy what we do,

What offended me most, however, was an e-mail that I received
this semester. This e-mail was
from the author of an article he
had submitted, because I had
printed the incorrect name in the
article and photo bylines. I had
been e-mailing back and forth
with several different people
regarding this article, and when I
opened up my e-mail to double-

although we may question our
judgment at 3 a.m." as we sit
blearily in front of a computer
screen in the basement of Jackson.
We work hard on the paper and
it's a service .we provide for the
rest of the campus. We are rarely
thanked for our efforts on the
paper, and the only comments I
have ever gotten on anything I've
written have come from the

It's even morefrustratingwhen people
say that the Tripod is a bad newspaper,
yet refuse to participate in its creation.
want to see what results from 14
people being locked in a room,
staring at computer screens for
hours on end, come on down to
the office on any Monday
night/Tuesday morning and witness the insanity. Then, maybe
you can write a Letter to the
Editor praising our industriousness and hard work, because nothing would make us happier.
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Students Get Involved in Human Rights Week
SAN-EOU LAN
Nahcapella gave musical perNEWS WRITER
formances to complement the
Trinity College hosted vari- vigil.
ous events last week that comBao Pham '06, the main
prised Trinity's first Human organizer of the event, said her
Rights Week. A wide range of
inspiration came from her experigroups,
from
Amnesty ences being part of the 2005
International to the Office of
Human Rights Summer Fellows.
Residential Life, contributed to "Inspired by our experiences we
events. It started on Thursday wanted to show Trinity what we
Dec. 1 with Nicholas Leydon have learned." Along with other
from Physicians for Human students from the Summer
Rights who spoke about World Fellowship, "[Students from the
AIDS Day.
Summer Fellowship] started talkThe following Monday, Dec. ing about this at the end of
5, Cinestudio showed Harlan August, formed a Human Rights
County, USA, a film concerning Week Steering Committee and
the year-long strike of coal min- linked with other student organiers in Kentucky during 1974. The zations to develop the events."
movie was followed with a dis- Even though Bao Pham was the
cussion with Luis Figueroa, primary coordinator of the event,
the student groups played a huge
Professor of History.
On Tuesday, Dec. 2, the first role in deciding what topics to
year seminar "Human Rights and focus on, "The topics were chothe War on Terror," in collabora- sen by the student groups.
tion with the Seventh Grade Although I was interested in all
classes at the Learning Corridor, of the topics, I did not personally
presented a Mock UN Debate on pick them."
the Convention on the Rights of
Kimmie Weeks spoke on the
the Child.
rights of students. He brought to
Alpha Chi Rho and the Office light the suffering of children
of Campus Life hosted a lecture throughout the world. "Over
on Wednesday by Kimmie 35,000 [children] die each year
Weeks,
an
internationally from hunger, disease, and war ...
100 million girls are turned into
acclaimed child rights activists
and motivational speaker. On •.prostitutes ... and over 30,000
children are forced into armed
Thursday Amnesty International
and the Human Rights Program conflict each year." He proceedconcluded Human Rights Weeks ed to recall his own experiences
with a Peace Vigil arid a conclud- while living in Liberia, during
ing speech by Maryam Elahi, the height of a civil war, evoking
director of the Human Rights haunting words of the squalid
Program. The QUIRKS and conditions. " My mother and I

MEWS PR.OM THE

lived in overcrowded huts, surrounded by disease and death."
He went on to critique the noninvolvement of countries. "Despite
the pain of the children, the world
is silent." At the end of his speech
though, he gave a beacon of hope
that the world can help. "I see
tremendous hope in the fact that
these numbers [of deaths] can go
down." He ended the speech with
an appeal of us to actively
encourage our respective governments to contribute to ending
violence against children.
Ben Leong '06, President of
Alpha Chi Rho and the organizer
of this particular event, felt that
their fraternity needed to do their
share. "We just wanted to put
something out for the Trinity
community, and to spread his
message." He also added that he
wants people to think of Alpha
Chi Rho not as "just a fraternity,"
but an active member of the college.
The Peace Vigil, which concluded Human Rights Week, featured the keynote speaker,
Maryam Elahi, Director of the
Human Rights Program. . The
Vigil opened with a performance
from Nahcapella and then Elahi
urged for the participation of the
students in changing the world.
"I would like to ask we all pledge
to be agents of change," going on
to explain that we should take up
a cause, and do our best to. spread
awareness. She went on to critique the United State's involvement in the War on Terror and the

MESCAC

Wesleyan: Wesleyan will reduce its budgetary reliance on endowment over the next five
years as part of a strategic effort to increase the size of the endowment. At the same lime,
it will spend more on fund-raising activities with the expectation of substantially increasing revenues, and it will invest a higher proportion of new gifts in the endowment.
Middlebury: On Friday, Dec. 3, more than 130 Middlebury College students quickly
filled two charter buses, two college vans and a handful of passenger cars and headed
north of the border to join international decision-makers at the United Nations climate
change conference in Montreal. From Nov. 28 through Dec. 9, Canada hosted the event,
which included the first Meeting of the Parties (MOP1) in conjunction with the 1 lth session of the Conference of the Parties (COP11) to Climate Change,' and launched the
first-ever meeting of the 157 parties to the Kyoto Protocol, the 1997 landmark treaty
designed to curb greenhouse gas emissions. The Middlebury students-25 of whom were
registered as official observers-joined nearly 10,000 participants from more than 180
countries who took part in the worldwide event.
Connecticut College: Sixty-two percent of Connecticut College students gave up
their evening meals on campus for one day last month — maintaining last year's record
high — and raised $3,626 to fight hunger. The 1,151 students who participated raised
money by signing up to have their dining cards deactivated for the evening meal. Dining
Services credited S3-15 for each deactivated card. Additionally, four local restaurants —
Mr. G's, Illiano's, Singapore Grill and Northern India — offered discounts to students
who chose not to fast and donated a portion of each meal's cost to the effort, for a total
of $105. Half the donations were given to Oxfam America and half to the New London
Community Meal Center. Oxfam America is a Boston-based international development
and relief agency and an affiliate of Oxfam International.

implication it has on human
rights.
Following her speech the
Quirks
performed.
Xavier
Sandoval '06, who was present at
the Peace Vigil, felt moved by the
message of Human Rights. "I feel
that we have it too good in the

. •:...
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United States, and that it should
be the goal of every one of us to
spread our wealth throughout the
world to those who do not have
any [wealth]." Bao Pham hopes
that the success of these events
will "keep the momentum going
for future projects."
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Chuck Pratt

Maryam Elahi urges student involvement in human rights.

Held House Repaired
for Indoor Training
continued from page 1
fixtures, new safety netting will
allow other teams to utilize the
facility while the track team is
working out on the perimeter.
Assaiante and Director of
Athletics Richard Hazelton began

completed before teams moved
indoors for the winter. Regarding
that sentiment, Assaiante told the
Tripod that "the one thing that was
made very clear by the vice president was that this project would
not be initiated until 100 percent

"Over time the floor became so hardened and
so slickthat it was an unsafe environment*
- Paul Assaiante, Men's Tennis Coach
discussing making the improvements a few years ago, but up
until now the project had been
held up by funding.
"It was made clear that with
all that's going on with the
College that the renovations to the
field house weren't going to be
added to the College's project
list," said Assaiante, "The College
basically said if you can do this
and not take away from any other
college initiative, then go for it,"
he continued. Assaiante noted that
the initiative started to progress
after they received a major anonymous gift in September from the
parent of a former athlete. Other
contributions began to trickle in
afterwards.
Many athletes have wondered
why the renovations were not

of the funds had been raised."
Athletes and coaches alike are
excited by what the improvements
will bring. George Suitor, the
men's and women's track coach
said that he was "excited new
cushioned track surface because it
will ease the pounding on our runners' legs." Assaiante said he was
"thrilled" the renovations were
finally taking place and that "it's a
really great thing for all of the student body. It should be a real benefit to the tennis team to have a
facility on campus, and the better
lighting and, new safety netting
will make it a lot safer for the
other teams using it as well."
The work is expected to be
completed during winter recess
and will re-open for use at the
beginning of next semester.
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Faculty Decide on Ways for
More Effective Processes
continued from page 1
report. The Trustees get all three reports
and make a decision based on them.
"They would never vote against three
unanimous reports, so that keeps them
from getting involved in a way that felt
like they were intruding on the faculty's
decision-making," explained Greenberg.
Desmangles suggested that the new
changes are the best way to ensure fairness to a candidate, and "allows a system
of checks and balances among each of the
four parties involved in the decision making process." The role of the trustees will
also be significantly reduced in candidate
decisions as "all three [groups that issue
reports] will have a distinct voice heard by

quite opposed to the formation of a new
planning body," she said.
After almost two hours of discussion
at the meeting, the faculty voted to substitute the EPC-RC recommendation with
the Elukin Proposal 96 to 19.
The effect of the EPC decisions,
although not creating a new committee,
still have an important effect on the structure of the EPC. First off, the Dean and the
President are removed from the committee
and replaced by more faculty. "The EPC
recommendations, [rather than going to
the President], would now go to the Dean,
and the Dean would make the final decisions," regarding faculty allocation for
education goals, said Greenberg.

"These changes were needed to bring new life to...
procedures that have been in place since the early 1960s."
- Leslie Desmangles, Professor of Religion
the academic affairs committee of the
board," commented Interim Dean of the
Faculty Frank Kirkpatrick.
The EPC, instead of focusing on promotions and tenure of faculty, is "a group
of faculty, Dean and President charged
with setting policies about achieving our
curricular and educational goals ... and
then recommending allocations of faculty
positions to achieve them," said
Greenberg. Like the A&P, the EPC had
consisted of faculty, the Dean of the
Faculty, and the President.
Last spring a Reform Committee'to
the EPC (called the EPC-RC) was
appointed by the Faculty Conference last
spring to examine the EPC, according to
Dr. Lisa-Anne Foster, chair of the EPCRC and Associate Professor of Biology.
Its two major suggestions were "to
make the Dean of Faculty (rather than the
President) the final authority in the allocation of faculty positions," and, "to form a
Joint Advisory Committee on Academic
Planning (JACAP) which would aid EPC
in gathering relevant information before
allocating positions and would also play a
central role in advising the EPC,
Curriculum Committee (CC) and the

The new structure also "helps the
Dean make decisions that are better
informed, but also [allows him/her] to
move ahead on his/her own after hearing
the EPC's advice," she said. Greenberg
also noted that this new body might be
more streamlined and be able to "make
some real policy decisions that we can
plan for."
There were also measures to increase
process transparency between both
groups. For example, "in the event that the
Dean and the faculty on EPC disagree, we
[the EPC-RC] require that both Faculty as
a whole and the Trustees be informed of
that fact."
Most attendants agreed that this was
one of the most important faculty meetings in a long time. "I was surprised at the
overwhelming support of the faculty for
what were some of the most sweeping
changes in faculty governance in the 27
years of my service at Trinity," said
Desmangles.
"The two reforms passed by the faculty by such overwhelming votes dramatically increases the role that the Dean of
the Faculty will now play in academic
matters before the College," commented

"The Dean... will now play a much more extended role
in all matters pertaining to promotions and... tenure."
- President Jimmy Jones
Financial Affairs Committee (FAC) when
matters of joint concern need to be examined," explained Foster.
The creation of JACAP was recommended due to previous "complaints that
the EPC does not engage in long range
planning." Upon formation, JACAP
would also unite several committees who
"have a central role in the academic planning of the college," and increase communication for effective planning, she continued.
Opposition to this new committee
arose from some members of the faculty,
based in the "belief that the formation of
the JACAP would complicate planning
rather than simplify it," said Foster.
Several professors, under the leadership
;of Associate . Professor of History
Jonathan Elukin, established the "Elukin
Proposal," which* "was to" make the Dean
;of the Faculty the final authority in the
allocation of faculty^ positions [but] wasr

President Jimmy Jones. "The Dean, as
chief academic officer, will now play a
much more extended role in all matters
pertaining to promotions and the award of
tenure and, secondly, that the Dean will
now be the pivotal figure at the College on
allocation of faculty lines," he continued
"I think that these changes were needed to bring new life to appointment and
promotions procedures that have been in
place since the early 1960s," said
Desmangles.
Although this significant change is
beneficial, it will probably not prove perfect in its immediate stages. "When new
structures are put into place in any governance system there almost always some
minor, unforeseen weaknesses, and I'm
sure that the faculty will be evaluating
these structures careful at the end of their
first year of operation and will tweak them
if necessary," Desmangles added.
The new measures take effect .July "
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Submissions Requested for 25tk
Edition of The Trinity Papers
The President's Fellows will be publishing a 25th edition of
The Trinity Papers—tint annual journal of outstanding undergraduate scholarship. Over 30 colleges and universities, including
Amherst, Cornell, and Johns Hopkins, request the journal and add
it to their libraries.
This year, the Editorial Board would like to publish a wide
variety of exceptional works from currently enrolled Trinity
undergraduates, visiting students, and IPD students and those students who are currently studying abroad. Up to two submissions,
completed by students currently enrolled at Trinity, will be
allowed per student. Submissions will likely include, but are not
limited to the following: essays, term papers, reports, poetry, fiction and drama.
All submissions should be sent to Dean J. Ronald Spencer's
office, Williams 232 by Jan. 30.

Local Honor Students Visit
Engineering Dept.
A group of honor students and their adviser from Hartford's
Bulkeley High School spent a morning last week visiting research
labs in the Department of Engineering. Following an overview
and presentation by Professor David Ahlgren, engineering students gave tours of two robotics labs and discussed their on-going
projects. The group then visited the Electro Physiology Lab for a
tour led by Engineering Research Assistant Jessica Koranda.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred between Dec. 9 and Dec. 11:
- Campus Safety received report of a fight on Crescent Street at
3 a.m. on Dec. 11. A student stated that he was leaving a party and
exchanged, words with a non-student in a vehicle passing by. A fight
broke out between the non-student and student as the student
received a punch to the face and a laceration to the ear. The individual got back into a dark car and drove off with other members of his
party.
The student was taken to Hartford Hospital by ambulance and
treated. Hartford Police are investigating the incident, which has
been classified as a simple assault. Furthermore, Campus Safety has
noted that additional Hartford Police and Campus Safety patrols
have been added during evening hours to the Crescent Street area
and lower long walk for at least the remainder of the semester.
- An officer responded to a fire alarm at Little dormiton at 6:30
a.m. on Dec. 11. The first floor bulletin board was found to have
been set on fire and it burned out on its own. The officer checked the
building to make sure everyone had gotten out. Hartford Fire
Department responded to the. scene and the fire panel was reset. A
Hartford inspector is investigating the incident.
- An officer responded to a fire alarm on the third floor of
Funston dormitory at 1:17 a.m. on Dec. 9. The officer smelled
.smoke coming from beyond a student's door and knocked. Upon
receiving no answer, the officer keyed into the room and found no
otic present. Burnt popcorn found in a microwave on the floor was
found to have caused the smoke. Campus Safety and the Dean of
Students arc investigating the incident.
Incidents of particular importance have been identified and listed
above.
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Beloved Professor Dies, Students and Faculty Mourn
continued from page 1
about a protest Pfeil attended in
Seattle during the first Gulf War.
There was a large protest happening in front of a federal building
and Fred, who detested having to
dress up, wore a suit and tie that
day. Instead of picketing with the
other protesters, he decided to
stand at the entrance of the building. Whenever an employee would
try to enter the building, Pfeil
would calmly tell them that due to
the protests, the building was
closed for the day. After sending
home numerous federal employees
for the day, somebody finally
asked to see Fred's credentials.
Needless to say, he didn't have any
and was promptly arrested. Later,
when he was waiting to be booked
and wearing shackles around his
wrists and legs, Fred was heard
leading others in singing "chain
gang" songs.
Pfeil's empathy for others and
demand for social justice was mentioned by almost everyone who
spoke. As someone who was both a
Quaker and a Buddhist, Fred
embraced anti-violence and was
always willing to listen to anyone
willing to talk. He was involved in
the Alternatives to Violence
Program in Connecticut prisons
and also worked in Hartford doing
community mediation through the
Help Increase the Peace Project.
Pfeil was a distinguished writer
who received numerous awards for
his work. Besides writing fiction,

he also published books and articles concerning social criticism. A
big jazz fan, Fred loved poetry, literature, and music, too. One of his
goals was to read a book every
week in addition to all of his other
activities and he was frequently
seen reading a book while walking
to class. By all accounts, Pfeil also

have known him. But they were
nowhere near as lucky as his students.' As someone who was both,
I can say that while being his friend
was wonderful, nothing came close
to learning from him. One thing
that every professor strives for in
their life is to have an effect on at
least one of their students.

"It is a great loss, but at the same time,
I've been sofortunateto have known him."
-Michael Niemann, Prof, of Intfl Studies
took great satisfaction from food
and loved to schedule his reading
groups to meet at restaurants all
over Hartford.
Philosophy professor Maurice
Wade, who was a close friend to
Pfeil, noted, "what made him
unusual was how many things he
was involved in and how passionate he was about all of them. He
was very productive artistically
and intellectually, but he was much
more than that because he was also
deeply spiritually committed. I
never understood how he did all
those things. How could there be
enough hours in a day to do it all?
And how could he do it all with
such passion across the board?"
Professor Pfeil had an extremely strong reputation as a teacher.
"Fred was an amazing professor,
friend, and most of all, guide," said
Benjamin Steinberg '06. "I once
heard this quote about him, 'His
friends were incredibly lucky to

Somehow, Fred was able to
achieve this with all of his students."
Another student, Suheyla
Nurlu '08, who is from Turkey,
described Pfeil as "everybody's
friend" and said, "Whenever he
saw me he used to ask what I was
going to bring him back from
Istanbul. 'Any Turkish delights,
Suheyla? Or how about a cup of
good Turkish coffee?' I have
always admired his enthusiasm for
everything and his sincere smile.
He truly was a friend and will
always be remembered with a
good cup of Turkish coffee."
Professor of International
Studies Michael Niemann, another
close friend of Pfeil's who worked
with Fred on a number of social
justice projects over the years, said
that Fred loved to laugh and that
"he was a really gentle spirit who
was always comfortable and fun to
be with."

Wade used to enjoy telling
Pfeil that "you're my hero,"
because it would embarrass Fred
due to his overwhelming humility.
But Wade said he also used to say
that because it was true. "And the
reason I meant it was, if I could not
simply be the person I am and
choose a way of being, Fred would
be a lot of the things I'd
choose...that combination of
social and political commitment,
openness to other human beings,
intellectual and artistic talent, and
devotion to a life of spiritual depth.
"Philosophers have spent centuries trying to define the good life,
and centuries knocking down
everybody's definition of the good
life," continued Wade. "But when I
think about Fred, he lived an
instance of something that I would
have to call a good life. It was good
in the sense that it was pleasurable
for him, he enjoyed it. It was good
in the sense that the people who
came into contact with him
enjoyed him. And it was good in
the sense that it made a positive
difference in the world; the students he motivated -will do good
things in the world and carry on his
legacy for other people."
"As the hundreds of individuals gathered Wednesday afternoon
in the packed Chapel know,
Professor Pfeil's shadow was a
long one indeed: students who
learned more than they would ever
have assumed just by sitting in his
classes, faculty colleagues who

stood up a bit straighter just
because Fred served on the same
faculty with them, friends and
neighbors into whose lives he
strode, smile always on his face, a
word of grace cast here and yon to
one and all, no sign of self-aggrandizement or posturing, just pure
Fred, the existentialists' best example of living one's life with integrity above all else and a warm welcome for everyone," said President
James Jones. "Along, long shadow
indeed, and one that we will miss
but a shadow that taught us all
some of life's most important messages."
Perhaps
Niemann
best
expressed the feelings of those
who knew Fred. "It is a great loss,
but at the same time, I've been so
fortunate to have known him and I
have learned so much from him
that I know will always be part of
me," he said. "Fred really will live
on in the lives of other folks."
At the conclusion of the service a pictorial tribute was shown
that seemed to capture the many
talents of Fred. He was shown with
all different people: friends, children, animals. There were pictures
of him protesting and demanding
social justice. One could sense
Fred's commitment to wanting to
listen to others just by looking at
the pictures. There is no doubt that
his sense of empathy and justice
for others is something that the
entire world will not only miss, but
should also aspire to.

Interested in Journalism, Photograpfiy, FuBfishing, or Business?

Come work for

Wtinito

the official student publication, for over 100 years

Now accepting candidates for the following Spring positions:
-Copy Editor
- Business Manager ••
•-Circulation .Manager
-Staff Writer
- Online Staff Member

for more information, e-mail tripod@frincoll.etlu
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jioldt the Key t o 7om? Jfowt
stilettos and bowties, the stage was set for
a production even I couldn't have predictFEATURES EDITOR
ed. Because really, is there anything greater
Guys and gals, that time is finally here. than watching people dressed in fancy
Your dear beloved Juliet, chronicler of late- clothes totally eat it on the black ice on
night food runs, fashion faux-pas, and genVernon? Plus, a veritable caravan of Psi t i eral debauchery is spreading her wings and
ers were making the trek to their bus at the
flying far away from this crack den we top of the street, meaning that any fall was
know and love as New England's Rising
by no means a private one.
Star. That's right: less than a month from
Later that night, on the icy-cold of the
now, I will be arriving in the City of Lights, Long Walk, I got to meet Santa. But to be
complete with a full set of Vuitton luggage, honest, I was a little confused. From what I
a brand new cigarette holder, and as many
remember, he doesn't reek of beer and
metrosexual boys as I could ever want. hand out porn, but hey, we are in the 21st
Although that sounds like a great plan for
century. Times, they are a changin', and I
me, it does leave you, my faithful readers,
guess if I were Santa I wouldn't be averse
with a decided dearth of my witty comto trading in Legos for dildos. His stomach
mentary on the generally uncouth practices did shake like a bowl full of jelly, but he
of Camp Trin. This article, therefore, will
informed me that he'd be receiving gastric
attempt to nourish you until sometime in
bypass next week. Apparently 2006 will be
mid-March, when I will be forced to write
the year of svelte Santa. That's fine with
a trite, yet sarcastic "Note From Abroad," me, I put out low-carb cookies and skim
most likely discussing the benefits of premilk anyway.
tending to be Canadian while in the
It seemed unlikely that Saturday's
European Union.
antics would be capable of topping the
ridiculousness that was Friday night. Yet,'
But until that time comes, let me regale
as I have learned over these past two and a
you with a few stories from the weekend,
half
years, you can never underestimate
which did prove to be quite the sendoff.
this campus. Just when you think you're
Friday night, being the last real Friday of
actually going to spend the night studying
the year, was undoubtedly destined to be or - God forbid - sleeping, you get a knock
how do you say - a shitshow. With two foron your door and an invitation to a jorts
mals going on, 875387 feet of snow, and
parry. In retrospect, therefore, I shouldn't
over a hundred hammered students in
JULIET IZON

Vegetables? Vegetables!:
Being Vegetarian at Trinity
LINDSAY NORTH
FEATURES EDITOR

The last time I ate red meat was when
I was about 15 years old. I'd never really
liked it all that much anyway, so it wasn't
that big of a challenge to cut it out of my
diet.' People would ask me if I didn't eat
meat because of taste or because of moral
reasons, and I always answered 'taste.'
Now, though, I've cut out poultry and any
other form of meat (though I still eat fish),
and the line between 'taste' and 'moral
reasons' has become extremely blurred. I
don't really remember what any type of
meat tastes like anymore, but I do remember the texture. I can't escape the fact that
were I to eat meat, I would be eating dead
flesh from a dead animal, sometimes off of
the bones of that animal. People, too, have
flesh and bones, and the people-animal
connection in my mind is inextricable. I
don't want to eat the cute little piglets that
are on the farm next to my house any more
than I would want to eat a classmate here
at Trin.

you're vegan, the selections are cut down
to fruit and salad, because the other
options include dairy and/or eggs).
Unfortunately for me, I'm mildly lactose
intolerant and can't eat ice cream or
yogurt. So now, I'm cut down to the salad
bar, cereal (with soy milk), sandwiches,
and fruit. Needless to say, none of these
are particularly filling options, nor are
they exactly what Fm looking for when I
want to warm up with some hot food. The
soup in the Cave is also without any sort
of ingredient list, and contrary to popular
opinion, chicken and beef broth also fall
under the "no-go zone" for vegetarians.
The grill is another option, because there
are veggie burgers, but I don't really want
a veggie burger that is snuggling up to a
big ol' cheeseburger and lolling in chicken
and cheese juice while it's being cooked.

Now, onwards to the Bistro. Again,
the options are slim. We have sandwiches,
smoothies, junk food (no thanks), a salad
bar, soup, and the grill. The grill problem
is the same as at the Cave, but fortunately
the soups are always clearly labeled. My
Now that I've given all of you those
two favourites are the vegetarian chili, and
pleasant images to ponder (hopefully for
the vegetable soup (made with veggie
your sake you're not reading this while
broth).
Unfortunately, the other vegenjoying a hamburger from Chez Mather),
friendly
soups
are all cream and/or cheese
let me get into the true meat (har har) of
based, which cuts them out as an option
this article. It's really, really difficult to be
for me and for vegans. Furthermore, they
a vegetarian on this campus. Because of
my schedule, I rarely have time to go to aren't healthy either, and a lot of vegetariMather and raid the Terra Ve section. ans stop eating meat for health reasons.
So we're again left with a lot of cold food
Instead, I eat at the Bistro or the Cave, and
options, which aren't working when the
believe me, these places are not vegetarian
temperatures are positively Arctic..
friendly.
,
Let's start with the Cave. We haveyogurt, baked goods, sandwiches, plenty
of junk food (no thanks), fruit and salad (if

So, what are we to do about, this
see CAMPUS on page 11

•
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have worried. Just like the Jackson Five,
Trinity is always there for you.
Thus, in fitting fashion, my roommates
were visited by a divine spirit on Saturday
evening, who willed us to throw a cocktail
party. He told us to make a Christmas
power-hour mix, and they would come. As
none of our track records with the divine
were exactly spotless, we decided to listen.
In that 11th hour we sent out Evites, bought
munchies and adorned our room with tinsel. And as soon as Madonna's "Hung Up"
started playing, they did come. We felt like
Jesus spreading the good news, and miracles of miracles, we never ran out of libations. It was like Hanukah and Christmas
all wrapped up into one fabulous feast.
Plus, everyone was in cocktail attire which
just made that much better.

Now it's Sunday morning; my last
Sunday morning at Trinity before I come
back in September of 2006. Exams loom
before me and I have yet to think about
packing up all of my worldly possessions.
But I'm glad I can say that Trinity went out
with a bang this semester. Not to get
maudlin or anything, but I couldn't be happier to be taking these memories with me to
Paris. Whenever I hear Lionel Ritchie's
"All Night Long," I can relish in the
remembrance of Hall late-night. Whenever
I see hay, I can picture Psi-U's Ho-Down
and the idiots who thought they could
square dance. And whenever I see drunk
and belligerent Americans in Europe ...
well, I'll stay away. But on my return to
this country, I'll do a keg stand with each
and every one of them. Amen.

www.frenohmbaclub.com

This bridge and others like it will be the site of future Tripod articles.
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Always Jake

\\anas Advice

BRIE SCHWARTZ

pital gowns and wool socks. My mother is
convinced that her vanity is keeping her
My Nana was the first person to tell
alive. According to my mom, narcissism
me that my undergarments look "orthope- is stronger than cancer.
dic" (as she tactfully put it) and she made
They say that when you die, you start
many attempts to transform my cotton
reversing your life cycle and by the last
Maiden Form collection into a lacy,*more minutes, you revert to infancy. As she
desirable selection. My female friends, muttered what sounded like "mama,
who have gotten more use than I have out
mama" her eyes rolled back in her head
of the fancy black and red numbers she's
and she gave us no acknowledgement that
FEATURES WRITER

My mother is convinced that her vanity is keeping
her alive. According to my mom, narcissism is
stronger than cancer.
purchased for me, have come to know my
Nana in the same way that my Mother did.
When my mother would return home
from dates late at night she and my Nana
would go over the savicy details, gorging
on left over baked ziti, because of course,
my mother would never actually eat oh her
dates. During their sessions, my Nana
would teach my mother every secret of the
age old "game," which obviously included
how to outsmart men, how to never repeat
an outfit and most importantly, how to
have fun.
I was instructed to call her "Nana"
because she thought "Grandma" sounded
too ancient. By the fourth celebration of
her 73rd birthday, she told me that she
refused to get old, and seeing,as I'd never
known other Grandmas to wear midriffbearing shirts and pants that clung seductively to her hips, I was certain she wasn't
going to.
Unfortunately, her suede mini-skirts
and stilettos have given way to paper hos-:

she knew we were there. The one person
who seemed to register was her boyfriend,
The man that even immediately.following
surgery, she made sure that her wig was
always fastened and mascara was always
on hand for.
Love is like death. Cocktails with
friends are poured over their grievances of
being lonely and moments later you find
yourself toasting to all finding soul mates
in the same week.
.
What brings about these sudden status
changes? Do women release relationship
pheromones? Do our bodies emit chemicals that drive us to synchronize our
monogamy cycles' like we do with men*struation?. Each time, a different friend
will rotate being odd girl out of relationship and she acts as the sounding board
for her friends, giving advice and consoling the next girl who's tagged .out of the
match. ; .
•
. .• *
see LISTEN on page 10
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Around Trinity
AT would like to wish everyone a festive
Chrismuhannakwaanzikaistmas, or whatever the
latest multi-holiday moniker is. Celebrate the holiday of your choice with lots of fun and spiked
eggnog, but make sure to save the craziest antics
for Trin so that AT may continue to flourish.
We Hate Dorm Meetings... No, Really, We Do.
In the wee, wee hours of Sunday morning, the residents of the Little dormitory were rudely awakened
by the sounds of a fire alarm. Upon further investigation, ft was determined that the fire alarm had
not been pulled by an upperclassmen wreaking
vengeance upon freshmen, but instead that it had
been triggered by someone setting the bulletin
board on fire. Now kids, AT knows that dorm
meetings suck and that sometimes RAs infringe
upon your extracurricular fun, but that's really no
reason to go pyro on the bulletin board. Little
might have burned down, and with the housing
shortage, you might have had to move in with
Jimmy Jones and you definitely couldn't party at his
house.
"Ride" Board

AT was walking by the Ride Board this week when
AT heard some students reading aloud a post offering a "special" kind of ride. AT is at something of a
oss as to how to explain it without offending the
delicate sensibilities of AT's readers, but AT would
ike to remind everyone that the while the Ride
Board offers a service, it's of the G-rated kind and
for moral purposes should probably stay that way.
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continued from page 9
Although Nana wasn't cognizant, she must have innately
known that the object of her
affection was there and her
moans took on a slightly different
tone. Yes, it was a sad scene, but

It's really difficult to take yourself too seriously when you
know that no matter what, someone has it worse.
Everyone has bad days and
just because one person's bad
clay consists of being rejected at

Perhaps this is easy for me to say
because I've never experienced epic
drama.
it would have been even sadder if
she was alone, without her family there, like so many other people in the emergency wing on
Thanksgiving.
For every Grandmother that's
ill, there's one more father who's
suffering or nation that's being
oppressed or homeless person
who's begging for a few coins
with which to buy dinner.
Excuse me for waxing poetic and
prosaic, but pain is all relative.

the Tap and one person's consists
of a highly contagious venereal
disease, if the Tap boot is the
only tragedy that person has ever
known than it's okay to be upset
about it.
Perhaps this is easy for me to
say because I've never experienced epic drama. As a result, I
have to remind myself not to
dwell on the types of issues that
tend to consume college students, mainly regarding hormones. Every
brunch conversation
I
overhear consists
of
retelling
iriends, who
were
too
blacked out to
pay attention
or care, which
i;uy you found
attractive and
he
www.lianes.cum how
showed you
Some functional but not-so-hot underpants.

www.victoriasecret.com

A selection of t h e "sexy"
underwear.
affection, or at least what counts
for affection at late night.
I often wonder why any of
this matters, but I've realized that
it's sufficient to say that although
all of these hormone-induced
shenanigans shouldn't matter, it
does, and it pettily passes the
time and that's enough. We are
our own mindless entertainment.
Psychosis isn't diagnosed as a
disorder until it disrupts your
life, so if your thoughts aren't
intrusive then go ahead and be
neurotic.
So here's a toast to getting by,
in whatever way you know how;
to using yourself without harming others, and of course to my
Nana, who believed that underwear, like men, should be kept
clean and sexy.

How ToAvoid Finals Week fashion Paux~Pas and Still 6e Comfortable
ASHLEY BELL
NEWS EDITOR
Although winter doesn't technically start until Dec. 21 1 the dramatic shift in weather conditions
would suggest otherwise. But this
inconvenience of frigidity must
not keep us from remembering
our duty to each other to make
ourselves look like we've slept a
nice refreshing 12 hours instead
of two dispersed over the three
days. Not only must we always
look perky, we must also put on a
different, but still dirty, sweatshirt
instead of showering and changing our clothes in an attempt to
fool everyone because (of course)
we always put hygiene before
final exams. Well, kiddos, the jig
is up and none of us are fooling
anyone. This is why in this time
of desperation for both warmth
and.style, we must look to the
movies for divine inspiration.

We all secretly/not-so-secretly read and watch Harry Potter
religiously, so stop pretending
that you don't idolize Hermione's
chic smart-girl style (or Ron's
snappy-casual ensembles if
you're a boy). As always, scarves
are in. good fashion again this
year, and if you would like to
channel the fashionistas of
Hogwarts, find one in striking,
bold stripes and preferably six
feet long. Wrap it around your
neck or let it hang sans wrapping,
ditch the whole pashmina-draped
look (you know what I'm talking
about, don't pretend that you
don't), and consider yourself
Quidditch-ready. And guess what,
Trin campers, capes are back! Get
excited. Not only are they stylish
(and everyone will envy your
ability to conceal your Muggle
identity, to say nothing of that
unwashed ensemble you've been

'

www.movies.com

Behold the layered look, styled by the lovely Rachel McAdams.

wearing for a week straight), but
everyone can wear them so well
and with so much pizzazz.
Memoirs
of a
Geisha,
although not your typical Vogue
mecca like the Potter posse, is
still a hidden source for hardcore
couture. Kimonos have transformed themselves into their 21st
century counterparts with wrap
dresses and kimono tops. While
everyone knows that Diane von
Furstenburg is.a visionary in the
world of reinventing and stylizing
the wrap dress, places like
Anthropologie have gone one
step further and come up with the
kimono dress, a comfortable, yet
stylish winter alternative to the
summer sundress, perfect for that
I-spent-hours-getting-readydon't-I-look-fabulous look to
make everyone in the library
gawk in envy. If this is simply too
much effort for you (which I
completely understand), you can
always pair those sweatpants that
you "cleaned" four days ago with
a Bounce sheet with a kimono
top, which is not only stylish, but
oh-so-comfortable. It will definitely bring a breath of fresh
Eastern air that the usual library
crowd could really use. If this is
still too much effort for you, do
not fear! You can still use this
movie as a muse for your lovely
face, which I'm sure has been suffering every since you got those
bags under your eyes from that
all-nighter you pulled last week.
Take the dramatic makeup that

the characters sport in this production and apply it to your face
(no pun intended). This will not
only hide those disgusting dark
circles around your eyes and
blemishes on your cheeks, but as
soon as people see you, they will
quickly get past the fact that your
face is stark white and your lips
look like you just sucked on a
cherry lollipop for a solid month
and a half and not only admire
your courage, but also realize the
genius behind your visage and
run out and model their own faces
after yours.
You may be pulling allnighters left and right, but admit
it, you've secretly snuck in some
downtime to view the Brokeback
Mountain movie trailer. While
I'm sure the guy-on-guy action
has done something for you during this time of academic distress, what really should have
struck you was the stylistic attributes of this movie. You heard it
here first, kids, put away those
Uggs, because cowboy boots are
the name of the game right now.
Sure, Uggs might be comfortable, but when you've been sitting in the library for 10 hours at
a time, your feet are bound to get
a tad on the overheated side.
This is never a problem with
cowboy boots. Also, you can pair
the cowboy boots with a cowboy
hat to cover up that mane that
you haven't washed since the
weekend. The greatest thing
about this style is that it can be

catered to both boys and girls.
Boys can stick with traditional
Western garb, and girls can
sparklify it with your old
Beadazzle machine (I know you
have one) and festive holiday silver and gold piping on the hat
andboots.
The Family Stone, the new
Sarah Jessica Parker movie (who
although stylish won't be able to
compete with "Carrie"),' is the
epitome of what finals chic
should encompass. Now I'm not
saying that you should strive for
SJP's couture look of this movie;
that would be outrageous to ask
for during the year, never mind
during finals week. Rather, look
to her fiancee's younger sister in
the movie, played by my girl
crush Rachel McAdams, and her
stellar job of layering her clothing. If you hadn't noticed, layering is essential during finals,
what with all of the sweats and tshirts that you own. Take those
fitted graphic/vintage tees from
the summer and put them under a
cute hoodie or put a solid color,
long-sleeved shirt underneath
said tee. Finish off with either a
brown (or other stunning deep
colored) blazer or glasses hooked
over the neck of your shirt.
You'll look so smart and sophisticated that your professor will
have no choice but to give you an
automatic A+ on your final. You
can thank me with cash ... or a
deep plum blazer, my brown one
needs to be washed.
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Campus Food Lacks Veggie Choices

' •

Reasons Why I t i .
(food tofroHome
10. Presents, obviously.
9. Getting spoiled by parents
who haven't seen you in
months.
8. Sleep, glorious sleep.
7. Working your summer job
for a few more weeks. Nothing
like a good discount at an auto
supply store, right?
6. Absolutely no homework.
5. Appropriate level of heating
in your bedroom.
4. Taking a shower ... barefoot!
3. Meals not cooked in Mather.
2. Better weather, at least for
some of us.
1. A guaranteed.parking space.

continued from page 9
conundrum? Vegetarians and
vegans on campus need a larger
variety of healthy foods that we
can eat. We need to carefully
watch what we consume to make
sure that we are getting all of the
nutrients that would otherwise
come from animal-based sources
(iron and protein are the two
main ones; vegetarians who
don't monitor their diets are frequently anemic). However, due
to the increasing number of "veggies" (as we like to call ourselves
... or maybe I like to call myself)
in the United States, there are
now a wide variety of animalfriendly concoctions that can be
used in place of the
non-animal friendly
substances such as
a side of beef or
fried chicken. Take
my
personal
favourite, tofurkey.
Not only does it roll off
the tongue beautifully, but
it tastes pretty damn good
too. I've fed tofurkey and
some of its sister products to
avid meat eaters in things like
'turkey salad' and they didn't
have a clue they weren't eating
real meat. There are also soy
cheeses that are quite tasty, not to
mention soy yogurt and soy ice
cream (in my opinion, Tofutti is
better than the real stuff). Falafel
and tempeh are other filling

options, and tempeh can be
cooked in just about any way
possible and put into just about
anything. Hummus is also a
good way to get protein, and
though we do have it here at
school, it tastes really, really
weird (eerily akin to Kikkoman
soy sauce, which does not belong
in hummus). And of course,
there is tofu. You can grill it,
bake it, fry it, you could probably
even toast it. It takes on the flavor of whatever it is cooked with,
and it's simply delicious. It's a
staple in countries like China,
where they not only have at least
three different kinds of tofu readily available but also tofu
noodles (this is rather
ironic as China is one
of the least vegfriendly
countries
I've ever been to).
Speaking of noodles,
even something as simple as a pasta bar in the Cave
or the Bistro would make
living a vegetarian life infinitely easier (would it be too
much to ask for whole wheat
pasta?).
All of this would be very nice
for me, who has chosen to keep a
vegetarian diet. However, there
are students at Trinity who for
religious and cultural reasons do
not and cannot eat meat. Jains
are completely vegan (no animal
byproducts are to be eaten,

n

including eggs, dairy and animalbased gelatin), and many
Buddhists and Hindus maintain
completely vegetarian diets.
Muslim and Jewish students who
do not have access to halaal or
kosher meat must eat a vegetarian diet as well if they want to
observe certain elements of their
religious practice. It's important
that Chartwells and Trinity recognize that they will be helping
all of us maintain healthier
lifestyles if they provide a wider
option of vegetarian and especially vegan food on campus. In
a way, they will also be promoting a type of diversity by making
it easier for students of all faiths
and lifestyle choices to keep to
their religious/personal choices.
Chartwells made great progress
this year with the local produce
initiative, but there is more that
they can do to help us here at
school. It's important that our
vegetarian and vegan options are
healthy, not just animal-free. It's
all well and good to have cornbread or fried tofu dishes in the
Terra Ve section, but both are
pretty unhealthy. Furthermore,
there are other food choices aside
from pasta (though if you go to a
Tutorial dinner you may think
differently). So as Dr. Evil likes
to say, "throw me a frickin' bone
here," but first, please make sure
that the bone hasn't come from
an animal.
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The TriDOd Staff,
Fall 2005
Thanks for all your hard work this semester. Vou
don't hear it enought Dot without the hours you
spent in the Jackson basement this paper wouldn't
haue been possible, and certainly couldn't have
reached the level it did. We hope you see how
much vow hard work P?,W off. So, in a word,
thanks.
Yours,
The Editors
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Mather Art Space Displays
Multimedia, Photo Works

Wallace and Gromit Brings
British Humor Across Pond

J E N N Y MOOR

Claymation Feature Effortlessly Bridges Culture Gap

um Burns's sunflowers are depicted in also
engages the viewer in these conversations,
but with an entirely different language.
The second floor of Mather Hall held
Opposite from the more straightforward
its reception for this month's artistic exhibit "Early Morning Conversations" on yellow flower/blue sky format of the phoThursday Dec. 8. Composed of a combina- tographs, Burns' mixed media pieces are a
tion of photographs and mixed media, chaotic collage of colors and artistic tools
that command the
"Early..." is an original
viewers' attention in
collection created by
an abstract dialogue of
Trinity's own Natalie
an entirely different
Burns and is her first
nature. Both types of
artistic premiere at the
pictures derive their
college.
"verbal'Vvisual presConsidering how
ence by employing the
monochromatic
use of evocative color
Trinity's snow-covered
in a season so devoid
campus has become,
of it.
Burn's subject matter of
Burns'
"Artist
sunflowers and artistic
Statement" addresses
mediums of color pho-1
tographs and acrylic
Eric Daucher this theme of finding
paints bring a much- Natalie Burns debuts at Mather.
conversations within
her collection. "I spent one early morning
needed source of light to this ; pre-winter
having a conversation with my camera. I
solstice season. Thte majority of Bums'
didn't realize it at the time how much these
sunflowers are photographed so-that the
beautiful creatures interacted with me. As I
faces of the plant are either directly at eye
level with that of the viewer or angled
felt very small approaching these flowers, I
upwards towards their solar namesake. wanted a small bit of their character to
Both presentations engage their audience in
come out and impress me. I find the interthe visual "conversations" alluded to in the
title of Bums' show. The alternative mediIMAGES on page 15
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR

Carter) is the biggest vegetable lover of all,
and her large, British teeth and Marge
Simpson hair capture Wallace's heart.
Nick Park's latest film, Wallace and
Gromit; The Curse of the Were-Rabbit, is Their romance is threatened by the dastardthe most recent clay animation film to hit ly Victor Quartermaine (voiced by the ohtheatres, following in the wake of Tim so-perfectly evil Ralph Fiennes), a notorious, toupee-wearing rabbit-hater. Wallace,
Burton's popular (albeit unoriginal) Corpse
in an attempt to forever rid the town of letBride. The third Wallace and Gromit film
tuce munching
bunnies, uses a
to be made, it is the longest and most sucFrankenstein-like machine to alter their
cessful so far, hopefully indicating that this
lovable franchise will be around for years brains and appetites. The machine is a sucto come. Park, also responsible for cess, but Wallace and Gromit soon discover that something much bigger^ more danChicken Run in 2000, is a master at claymation, a time-consuming and tedious style
of filmmaking. Park's film, co-directed by
see NOT on page 14
Steve Box, is a hilarious success that will
appeal to all ages with its simple plot,
endearing characters, and subtle, witty references.
The film begins with our heroes, the
cheese-loving inventor Wallace (voiced by
Peter Sallis) and his silent dog Gromit, who
have created a company called "AntiPesto," a PETA-friendly system designed
to prevent hungry rabbits from terrorizing
local vegetables. The pun, while ridiculously simple, will evoke a laugh from the
stingiest critic.
Lady Campanula
www.bbc.co.uk
Tottingham (voiced by Helena BonhamWallace & Gromit chase were-rabbit.
KATY NOUN

ARTS WRITER

Macbeth Adaptation Culture is Alive atCharter Oaks
Staged by the Jesters
LINDSAY DAKAN
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

EMMA BAYER
ARTS EDITOR

Several members of the
Jesters, Trinity's rogue acting
troupe, staged a production of
Shakespeare's Macbeth
last
Wednesday in Seabury. Laura
King '07 directed and edited the
play to emphasize the relationship
between Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth. The production centered around Macbeth, played by
Brent Rydin ' 0 8 , and Lady
Macbeth, played by Claire Nasuti
'08; all other characters were
voiced by Carrie Edwards '08,
Niki Hall '07, and Liz Sharpe '08,

who played the three Fates.
Edwards, Hall, and Sharpe
opened the play as the Fates and
filled in any other lines necessary
to clarify the plot throughout the
play, still costumed as the three
Weird Sisters. The three were
costumed, in an obvious reflection of King's style, in gauzy,
romantic Boho skirts and corsets.
Lots of pastels, florals, scarves,
and lace called to mind a group of
mystical fortune tellers, further
evoked by the set. They sat under
swathes of fabric draped over the
see REWORKED on page 14

Sam Lin

The Fates measure the threads of mens' lives.

The program aims to assist inmates
in developing better communicaIf you think Hartford is devoid
tion skills and more self-awareness
of any culture, you're just not lookthrough the use of poetry and visuing hard enough. Sure it's hard to
al ait. It also gives the prisoners a
compete with New York or Boston, chance to publish and exhibit their
but in its own way Hartford holds
work; an annual exhibition brings
its own. The Charter Oak Cultural
the works to galleries around New
Center is an excellent example of
England.
what the Hartford arts community
The art that comes out of this
has to offer.
program is absolutely incredible.
All the artists on display at Charter
The Charter Oak Cultural
Oak are alumnae of the program
Center is currently hosting two
exciting exhibits in both of its who are now building on the creativity they developed while in
gallery spaces. In the large gallery
prison. The exhibit presents a
are works by local painter Michael
diverse selection of paintings and
Jacobs, Described as a "psychedelsculptures (made out of everything
ic merging of Miro and
from marble and bronze to
Lichtenstein," the acrylic paintings
Styrofoam, soap and cardboard),
are bursting with bold colors and
and all are striking in their own
strong lines. Images of feet and
way. Most notable, in my mind, is
sperm are recurrent, and many of
a painting of a face by William
the works, with their fluid and
Frazier, done in reds, oranges, yeloverlapping shapes that fill the
lows and browns (for which coffee
canvass, look vaguely orgasmic.
was used) that swirl; together and
There are also joyful depictions of
dance around downward-cast eyes
what appear to be jazz bands, golf
courses, and downtown Hartford. that simply pop out of the paper.
But I'm not doing the exhibit jus- The colors appear to have been
tice. You're going to have to go blown around the paper with a
. straw — a method I remember from
check it out for yourself.
In the smaller, more intimate •arts and crafts in elementary
school, but with results nowhere
gallery are works by Connecticut
inmates, presented through the near comparable to this work.
Prison Arts Program (part of
There is another artist in the
Community Partners in Action, a
Prison Arts exhibit, Raymond
nonprofit organization which
Materson, who did a series of
devotes itself to the rehabilitation
extremely intricate embroideries
of prisoners). Through this pro- during his incarceration and battle
gram, prisoners in Connecticut's
with drug addiction. His work has
18 correctional facilities participate been displayed across the country,
in art classes and special projects. and he has won many awards and

CPA Prison Arts Program

Materson embroiders "Venice."
fellowships. His sentence ended in
1995, and he now tours the country
telling audiences his story and
speaking about addiction. The
pieces, only a tew inches big, are
detailed enough to look like little
paintings, complete with reflections in the water. Incredibly, he
did them using the different colored thread of his socks and a fishbone for a needle.
Charter Oak is a non-profit
organization
in
downtown
Hartford devoted to providing a
public space for cultural and creative expression. Charter Oak
works with many different local
artists to present concerts, performances, art exhibitions, and lectures.
It also provides a place for community members, both children
and adults, to explore their own
creativity through drumming,
music, drama, dance and ait. It is
see LOCAL on page 15
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Not Dazzling, But Funny Reworked Shakespeare
Highlights Relationships

continued from page 13
gerous, and hungrier is threatening their
customers' gardens.
With Lady
Tottingham's annual Vegetable Fair rapidly
approaching, the duo must find and
"destroy" (humanely, of course!) this wererabbit.

three seconds of footage a day. It is primarily for this reason that old-school
Claymation is slowly being usurped by
CGI and other, more realistic, special
effects. There is something to be said for
this old style, though. It's infused with passion and dedication - I mean, if someone

The characters themselves... are so over the top that
they just can't go wrong.
Park has once again created humorous
affable characters that, despite- their
"Britishness," are appealing to an
American audience. Peter Sallis continues
to be excellent as Wallace, and it is reassuring that Aardman Studios did not choose
a "big American name" for the lead.
Helena Bonham-Carter, in her second animated film of the year (the first being
Corpse Bride), does a good job with Lady
Tottingham, even though she exaggerates
her aristocratic accent. It's hard to say anything negative about Ralph Fiennes, who,
unfortunately for him, seems only to do
well as a villain (see Maid in Manhattan
for proof). However, the actors take second place to the characters themselves,
who are so over the top that they just can't
go wrong. The clay figures, complete with
fingerprints from their makers, are individualized portraits with rich and amusing personalities - something lacking in recent
blockbusters.
While Claymation seems to be a dying
art, Park manages to do an excellent job,
even better than Tim Burton, who is widely regarded as the expert in the field. The
film took a painstaking five years to film,
as the crew was only able to average about

spent five years working on it, it MUST be
good.
While Nick Park's movie might not be
as dazzling as Harry Potter or the
Chronicles of Narnia, is a funny, personable movie with charm and pizzazz. It is
strong in every aspect: plot, character
development, and even scenery and music.
Though it will be more successful in
Britain (where its humor will be better
understood) than here in the U.S., the film
still manages to effortlessly cross the pond.
If you're a fan of the Wallace and Gromit
shorts, of Chicken Run, or just need some
good ol' British humor in your life, don't
miss it.

www.gartenbaukino.at

Wallace and Cromit are best buds.

continued from page 13
stone fireplace at the back of the set.
During the play, Edwards, Hall, and Sharpe
played, sewed, or knit with yarn from a
basket sitting in front of them.
The Fates used the yarn in several dramatic scenes to signify life and death,
echoing classical imagery of the Fates
measuring out and cutting the thread of a
man's life. The violence in classical and
Shakespearean plays occurs off-stage and
is only heard by or reported to the audience. King used the Fates' measuring of
the yarn symbolically in her production to
build tension as the Macbeths contemplate
murder (and, later, Lady Macbeth's suicide); their cutting of the string signifies
the death that has occurred off-stage.
In contrast with the Fates, the rest of
the set was sparse. Rydin and Nasuti wore
simple black and white costumes, with
Nasuti in a flowing black dress. The props
were mainly several dark wooden blocks at
which Nasuti and Rydin sat or stood. The
Fates, working overtime not only as extra
characters but also as stage hands, brought
out a pallet and rich, red velvet pillows for
a few bedroom scenes. King wove a music
box motif throughout her production, and
one music box depicting Lord and Lady
Macbeth appeared several times.
As the audience filed in and took their
seats, Nasuti and Rydin circled each other
in a lone spotlight, with the music box in
the center. Nasuti and Rydin held each others' intense stares, reflecting the unfolding
of their relationship in the play. As the play
began, all five characters wandered the

stage, reciting a medley of iconic lines
from the play, hinting at the dark nature of
the production.
All of the actors were well-cast and
played their parts well. The passion and
tension between the Macbeths was especially evident, and the three Fates filled
both their own roles and their extra lines as
townspeople, soldiers, or narrators with
skill and feeling.
King's production assumed some
knowledge of Macbeth on the part of the

Sam Lin

The Macbeths gaze at each other.
audience, as the play was abridged and the
changing roles of the Fates could become a
little confusing. King's revisions did retain
much of the plot and succeeded in highlighting the relationship between Macbeth
and Lady Macbeth. Her direction drew out
the changing facets of the Macbeth's
intense, passionate, and at times competitive relationship. Don't miss the Jesters'
next performance.

* Mo need to Cut Coupons-Just tell Us!Call for speda! Party Prices On Pizzas, Grinders and
Italian fMnnersl Prices & Coupons subject to change without notice
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Samba Performance Images Capture Nature^ Seasons
Gets Trin on Its Feet Mixed-Media Show Fosters Dialogue Between Audience and Art
continued from page 1
atmosphere that the music gives.
Next came a slow samba song,
followed by two Timbalada
songs, which have more upbeat,
African-influenced drum beats.
Galm, during the course of these
songs, invited the crowd to come
and dance in the space between
the seats and the stage. The
ensemble also invited a dancer
named Menyna G'leu, originally
from Bahia, Brazil, to teach the
audience several samba dance
moves. Trinity students and people from the community filled the
area between the seats and the
stage and were spilling into the
aisles as they danced to the
rhythms of the group. Prof. Galm
also encouraged the audience to

and simple chorus also got the
audience up and involved in the
performance. The ensemble then
played another crowd favorite, a
Portuguese version of Jose
Feliciano's
classic
"Feliz
Navidad." Called "Feliz Natal,"
the song gave equal time to
Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa,
Boxing Day, and any other winter
holidays. The group then finished
with "E Bahiana" and the band
and the dancing audience members finished the show with
matching conga lines.

Trinity's Samba Ensemble
made for a fun and exciting night
for everyone in attendance. Said
Ben Schacht '08, "I thought the
Samba ensemble was a ton of fun
and showed off the incredible talent and diversity here at
Trinity." Not only was it fun,
it was also important: the
Samba Ensemble provides an
artistic and musical outlet for
those interested in Latin
American and African cultures, and also provides an
opportunity for Trinity students and faculty to communicate with those that live in the
nearby area, which includes a
] sizable Brazilian community.
Sam Lin "I was so glad to see a good
Menyna G'leu dances with students, crowd there, participating in
sing along with the choruses of
the artistic and cultural scene on
the songs, which he explained as
campus," Schacht continued.
the songs progressed.
Indeed, events such as Samba
The group then played a fast- Ensemble performance allow
Trinity to share the diversity of
paced samba called Jongo that
the student population and the
was mixed with a Carnival-type
greater Hartford population. It is
rhythm. The ensemble followed
important for these, and many
that with the very popular "Dollar
other cultural events to flourish on
Wine." The song, originally performed by Collin Lucas, is actualcampus to help show that Trinity
does indeed have an artistic group
ly a Calypso song, but was adaptof students that is trying to estabed by the group into a samba
song. The accompanying dance
lish itself in the community.

Local Students,Trins
Collaborate at Center
continued from page 13
housed in the oldest synagogue in
Connecticut; its performance
space is in what used to be the
sanctuary (complete with original
pews and beautiful stained glass
windows), and its two galleries are
downstairs in the renovated basement.
Charter Oak hosts monthly
gallery openings and exhibits, as
well as frequent performances
from resident theater troupe
HartBeat Ensemble. It also pro-

Lindsay Dakan

Frazier paints expressively.

vides a number of different after
school programs for neighborhood
kids,
including
Artistic
Expressions, which was started by
Susan Botzko '07 and is run entirely by Trinity volunteers. Artistic
Expressions runs three afternoons
a week in Charter Oak's large
gallery and draws kids mainly
from Betances Elementary School,
which is located right down the
street, t h e kids and Trinity volunteers spend the afternoons drawing, painting, making sculptures... and sometimes snowball
fighting. It's a great opportunity for
both the kids and the volunteers;
whether the kids show up to create
masterpieces or just to hang out in
a friendly, creative setting with
some cool college students, it's a
positive experience all around.
Charter Oak Cultural Center is
located downtown on Charter Oak
Ave., right off of Main Street.
Whether it's checking out an
exhibit or performance, or helping
out with an after school program,
this is one resource in Hartford
that you don't want to tniss-

continued from page 13
action with my camera and the
canvas of this world to be inspiring and energizing! I then began
to realize I was having the same
conversation as I started to form
an image with paper and different
types of media. After being surrounded by this flower's beauty, I
began to look beyond the simple
image of these creatures and further into what they were trying to
say to me."
When asked what provided
the initial impetus for this collection Burns replied "To start off I
take images of nature and seasonal images such as apples in an
orchard ... ice melting off a beam
... pumpkins and rnums in a field
... and I mount them on blank
greeting cards. My initial attempt
was to find images such as these
to produce on my cards...When I
saw my pictures of these sunflowers (as I got them back from being
processed) I realized the unique
personality and character that
came out on the print. I saw that
they were more than just scenic
images, I was having a conversation with these sunflowers!" It
seems hard to believe that such
stimulating dialogue was found
along
Hebron
Ave.
in
Glastonbury Conn., the location
where Burns' initially discovered
"Early's" natural subject matter.

The Mather Art Space divides
"Early" into atri-part visual experience. Burns's striking photo-

graphs lead the viewers dialogue
through the display until these
"conversations" crescendo along
the back wall. Here, Burns' mixed
media images bombard the viewer with intensive combinations of
color and mediums conveying the
same energetic message of Burns'
photo compositions, but on much

show. I have done similar pieces
in the past...Considering Mixed
Media
(collage
...
found
papers...aery lie paint... watercolor pen...other pens) I approach
this media by having a conversation with myself (the artist) and
the art. I then decided that
because I had a similar approach
in the content of the image (by
conversing with the canvas and
paper as I did with the photos)
[that] this body of work would
come together as it has."
Though "Early..." is Burns'
first exhibit on Trinity's campus,
artwork has always been an integral part of Burns' life. "I graduated from Gordon College with a
degree in Fine Arts. My concentration was in Printmaking and
Drawing with a study in
Photography. This is the third
exhibit under my belt ... I exhibited at Gordon College in
Eric Daucher
Wenham, Mass, in the Spring of
Burns renders sunflowers.
2001, following another exhibit
louder terms. Though these two
at First Church of Christ in
types of works may translate in
Wethersfield, Conn, in
the
their description as seemingly
Summer of 2001. I am very
discordant in Burns' conversapleased to have the chance to
tion, these two visual opposites
exhibit here at Trinity College. I
transmit the same vibrant meshave enjoyed this experience and
sage that is unmistakable in the
eyes and the mind of the viewer. look forward to endeavors in the
future." Burns' work will be on
When asked about why Burns'
display until Dec. 22 and she
chose to combine such contrary
invites all members of Trinity's
mediums, she answered "When
community to walk upstairs next
interacting with these images and
deciding to put this show on, I time they are in Mather and
engage in her "Early Morning
began thinking of other elements
F
Conversations."
that I couid 'incorporate

Fanny andAlexander Dec. 13
7:30 p.m.
Thanks to Friends of Cinestudio, film lovers can now enjoy a wonderful new print of
Ingmar Bergman's final masterpiece, Fanny and Alexander. After directing over 40 films
(including The Seventh Seal, Wild Strawberries, Cries and Whispers, and Persona) that
explored the pain of modern life, Bergman's semi-autobiographical Fanny and Alexander
is a life-affirming look back at childhood. The film opens in Uppsala in 1907, as Alexander
and his sister Fanny celebrate Christmas with their warm, theatre-loving, extended family. Although the New-Year brings the sudden death of their father and their mother's
remarriage to a punishing clergyman, Alexander locates happiness in the transcendent
enchantment of art. Winner of 6 Academy Awards®, including Best Foreign Film. 189
min.
Wallace & Gromit in the Curse of the Were-Rabbit Dec. 14-17
14-16 at 7:30 p.m. 17 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
As the annual Giant Vegetable Competition nears, English gardeners are plagued by
the sneaky, marauding attacks of a carrot and lettuce-snarfing bunny of gargantuan proportions. Coming to the rescue are the "Anti-Pesto" team of the geeky, cheese-loving
Wallace, and Gromit, his brainy, silent and ever-trusty dog. Fans of claymation and Nick
Park's Academy Award® winning Wallace & Gromit shorts {Creature Comforts, The
Wrong Trousers and A Close Shave) will not be disappointed in this whimsical pair's second feature length movie, which Park describes as "the first vegetarian horror movie ever."
85 min.
Where the Truth Lies Dec. 16-17
9:25 p.m.
Two of the most watchable performances of the year are by Kevin Bacon as a manic
and needy Jerry Lewis-type comedian, and Colin Firth as his psychopathically detached
partner, obviously based on Dean Martin. The film begins in the i970s during the bathos
of an all-night telethon, when the former friends' love/hate relationship leaks through their
surface patter. A curious journalist (Alison Lohman) who is investigating a mystery from
the pair's heyday in the 1950s, starts to uncover everything from debauchery to betrayal,
to murder. An erotically-charged (and explicit) film noir on the corrupting power of fame
from Atom Egoyan, director of The Sweet Hereafter, Exotica and Speaking Parts. 107
min.
Baraka Dec. 18-23
18 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 19-23 at 7:30 p.m.
In what has become a treasured holiday tradition, Cinestudio presents the once-a-year
screening of Baraka in wide screen 70mm Todd-AO®. With its inclusive approach to spirituality and its celebration of the natural beauty of the planet, Baraka offers a welcome
alternative to the over-the-top consumerism of the season. Cinematographer-Director Ron
Fricke took over a year to shoot the film, traveling to 24 countries for an intimate view of
humanity's best and worst impulses, from chanting monks of India's Dip Tse Chok Ling
monastery, to post Gulf War oil fields still eerily burning in Kuwait. "A guided meditation,
Baraka is intended to be a journey of rediscovery that plunges into nature, into history,
into the human spirit and finally into the realm of the infinite." Director Ron Fricke. 96
min.

cinestudio.org
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I'ke Nutmeg Nutcracker (BaCCet

Theater

December 17
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

•

®
®

»
©

/
•

Thurs. Dec. 15
6:00 p.m.

December lS
2:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

\
;

T'iciets $37-$47
0

©

®9

Wheatus, Snoozebox

©

WickecC

#®

December 13-15 & 18
730p.m.

®

$10adv

December 16 & 17
8:00 p.m.
December 17 8? 18
2:00 p.m.
Tickets $3l.5O-$8o

Classifieds
SPRING BREAKERS
Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices Hottest Destinations
BOOK 15= 2 FREE TRIPS OR GASH
FREE MEALS PARTIES BY 11/7
Highest Commission
Best Travel Perks
www.sunsplashtours. com
1-800-426-7710

Chapel Happenings
TUZSVAY

-

^DECEMBER

13

MINISTRY - VERGER'S ROOM
4:30 P.M.RECITATION or THE ROSARY -

FRIVAY

CRYPT CHAPEL

8:30 P.M... BANQUET CHRISTMAS PARTY

Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified section, for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu

5:00-7:00 P.M. CARILLON ANV
CHANGE-RTW<JXWC; LESSONS - TOWER

- OECEMWPR

15

6:30-7:30 r'M. Zt~bJ Mivir,\n:oN - CRYPT
Ub\rE'- - ISttTKUL-riON IS HELD
6:30-7

I\M. FOI.LOWPD BY

- DECEMSEK 18

5:15PM HOLY EUCHARIST
SERMON BY CARMEN QKEEN '06
* ' """ CAROLS ON' REQUEST!
9:00 P.M. KOMAN CATHOLIC MASS - MAIN
CHAPEL
THE CHAPEL STAFF wisms YOU MANY HLZSSINGS
OF TVM CHRISTMAS SEASON
ANV A JOYOUS NEW YZARI
SERVICES RESUME THE WEEK OF JANUARY 23

2006.

: www.trCwxrU/.edu/'cfaxpeb for worship yervtce/

Junior Jenn Kern has led the unique club
Best Buddies into a whirlwind of events this year, culminating in a Holiday Party this past Saturday, Dec. 10.
Best Buddies is a non-profit organization that seeks to
enhance the lives of people with intellectual friendships. This is done through social events that foster
friendships through one-on-one interaction.
In early October, the group went apple-picking
and toured the corn maize at nearby Lyman Orchard.
The kids dressed up for a Halloween Parry, enjoying
candy while carving pumpkins. During their
Thanksgiving Feast on Nov. 20, club members made a
full, homemade Thanksgiving dinner to share with
their mentees. The Holiday Party encapsulated the
spirit of friendship that members tried so hard to foster
in the past few months. The party was held at the
Interfaith House on Allen Street. Everyone made gingerbread men, decorated holiday cards, and made
ornaments.
The Community Service Office would like to
extend a heartfelt thanks to Jenn and all members of
Best Buddies for providing a nurturing environment to
the children they care about.
- Hannah Charry

ALCOVE

SUNDAY

fUUKSVAY

- DECEMBER 16

12:50 P.M. MUSLIM PRAYERS - CRYPT CHAPEL

FOLLOWED «y 'EUJZHATilST (MOTE CHANGE
IN TIME)

Spring Break 2006- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
campus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.

UNTIL 7:30 P.M. PLEASE VISIT
THEIRWESSITE AT WWW.TRINITYZEN.OR0
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

12 NOON SCRIPTURE STUDY - ROMAN CATHOLIC

EVENT
RAUIMIDON
FEAT. VIOLINIST KJERSTEN STEVENS
DECEMBER 16

8:00 P.M.
Playhouse on the Green
177 State Street, Bridgeport, CT
Tickets are $20 or $15 for students.
For tickets visit, www.playhouseonthegreen.org
or call (203) 345-4800 ext.150

PRE-SHOW ART EXHIBIT
5 - 8 P.M.
Read's ArtSpace
1042 Broad St. at John St.
Bridgeport, CT

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

,
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A multitude of undergraduate, credit-bearing courses
Two 5-week Sessions
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Clark Snaps Basketball's WinStreak BantsEnd
sive end.
The Cougars, who had won six of their
ANDREW BUCHBINDER
Two of Trinity's other junior starters
previous seven victories by sizeable douSPORTS WRITER
also had solid performances scoring the
ble-digit margins, certainly had to claw for
The good times finally stopped rolling
ball on Saturday; guards Catherine Maher
this one as the Bantams were determined to
for Trinity's Women's Basketball team this
'07 and Leigh Melanson '07 both added 13
try and keep their own winning streak
past Saturday at the Kellner Athletic Center
alive, but at the end of the day, the Cougars points.
against Clark University. The loss to Clark
Maher also recorded three rebounds,
remained undefeated.
snapped the Trinity's four-game winning
five
assists, and two steals on the day.
streak, as the Bantams dropped to 4-3 overTrinity junior Sarah Cox led all scorers
all this season.
with 22 points on the afternoon. Cox, who Melanson, who is second on the team in
scoring behind Cox with an average of 13.8
is averaging a team high 16.3 points per
The game had a dubious beginning for
points per game, also hit the glass with four
game
and
7.3
rebounds
per
game,
also
the Bantams, who had to scramble just to
rebounds.
grabbed five boards against Clark.
stay in it after the hot-shooting Cougars
Junior guard Mary Lennick dished out
She hit eight of her 15 field goal
came out of the gates with a 15-2 lead.
Clark extended the lead to 18 points as the attempts, while knocking down all six of eight assists, twice as many as she is averher free throws. Cox also blocked a shot
clock showed just over eight minutes left in
and came up with two steals on the defensee BASKETBALL on page 19
what had already been a very long first half
for the Bantams.
However, first-year Head Coach
Wendy Davis motivated the Bantams into
finishing the half on an incredible 29-9 run,
which resulted in Trinity going into the half
up by two points with the score at 43-41.
The Bantams finished up the first half
shooting 55.2 percent while knocking
down 50 percent of their three-point
attempts and hitting seven of their eight
free throw attempts.
Despite having all of the momentum
entering halftime, as well as a sluggish start
to the second half in which Trinity pulled
ahead by as many as seven points, the
Cougars proved why they entered action on
Saturday with a perfect 7-0 record, and
managed to outlast the Bantams.
Trinity expanded its lead out of the gate
in the second half and pushed their lead to
seven, 50-43 early. With just over 12 minutes left to play in the game, the Bantams
held a five point lead over Clark. The
Cougars finished the afternoon strong, mid
triumphed over the Bantams by the score of
Chuck Pratt
77-69.
Cat Maher "07 had 13 points, five assists and two steals in the loss to Clark.

2005 With

Three Wins

continued from page 20
a nine assists for the Bantams. Trinity
improves to 6-2, while the Pride drops to 36 with their third straight loss.
On Saturday, the Bantams traveled to
New York City and played the Hunter
College Hawks. Rhoten again led his team
to an 84-55 win with 20 points and five
rebounds. Russ Martin '08 added 16 points
while Pat Martin recorded 13 points and
seven rebounds.
"Hunter isn't a great team," stated
Fitzgerald, "but all of our losses this season
have been to bad teams, so we couldn't go
into the game too confident. We focused
on not lowering ourselves to their level and
we accomplished that. It was really nice to
finish the first part of our season with three
wins.
The Bantams are on break until after
Christmas. Their next game is on Jan. 3
against Ursinus and then the team is traveling to Maryland for the Legg Mason
Winter Classic where they will play
Elizabethtown College and the host Villa
Julie College.
The Bantams will return home for a
contest against Clark on Jan. 12 before
NESCAC play begins two days later when
the Bantams will take on the Amherst Lord
Jeffs away at Amherst. Other key games
for Trinity over the break will be two contests against in-state NESCAC rivals: the
Connecticut College Camels on Jan. 20 and
then the game the next day against the
Wesley an Cardinals.

Williams and Women's
F,. Jan 13
Men's Squash vs. Cofby
> Mqti's Ice Hockey vs. St. Anselm
.-"' Women's Ice Hockey @ Bowdoin
•, •

^

Sat," Jan 14
Men's Basketball @ Amherst
Women's Basketball vs. Amherst
Men's Squash vs. DartmjMtt?"

Women's Squash vs. j ^ a f l m o i i l l
Wrestling @ MIT & W i ^ p i s '
Men's |ce Hockey vs. New Engjl
Women's Ice Hockey @|^fby
Men's & Women's Swim#i6g'@%heaton &
Connecticut College/1
*£
'
J
Mon. Jan 16
Men's & Women's Swimming 1

w

Tue, Jan. 17
Women's Ice Hockey <§^UMass-Boston
Wed, Jan. 18
Women's Swimming

CO Fri, Jan. 20

'
Men's Basketball vs. Connecticut College
Women's Basketball @ Connecticut College
Men's Squash vs. Cornell (^ Yale)
Men's Ice Hockey @ St. Michael's
Women's Ice Hocke$ @ Hamilton

o
CO

Sat, Jan. 21
}
Men's Basketball $ Wesleyan
Women's Basketball vs. Wesleyan
Women's Squash v$. Bowdoin & G. Washington Men
Men's & Women's Indoor Track @> Tufts Invitational
Men's Ice Hockey ©.Norwich
Women's Ice Hockey\@ Hamilton
Sun, Jan. 22
*
Wrestling @ Bridgewater State (New England Duals)

Hockey Play to 3-3 Tie
again benefited from the powerplay, turn-,
continued from page 20
two goals off of 26 shots in the third peri- ing eight man-advantages into three scores.
In all, four Bantams had a pair of points.
od. Neither team was able to take advanThe loss seemed to sap Cortland in the
tage of overtime play, and the game ended
second game, and despite a well-played
in a tie.
game, Trinity won the game 4-1. This time,
After bouncing back nicely against
it was Bergh leading the team to victory
Williams, it was now time for Trinity to
with 34 saves, while 10 different Bantams
post some victories. They faced off in their
had one point or
home opener on
more.
Nov. 30 against
Salve Regina, and
The
threeachieved an 8-4
game home sweep
victory behind a
wrapped up the
barrage of 54
pre-break portion
shots.
of the team's seaThe Bantams
son,
which
built a 4-0 lead
emerged with a 5through a period1-1 overall record.
and-a-half, and
Notable in the
once their oppoteam's success so
nents pulled withfar has been the
in a goal, 5-4, they
integration of a
finished them off
number of new
with three goals in
players into the
the final frame.
rotation, and the
Schmidt was again
team seems to still
a star of the game,
have a lot of the
posting a hat trick,
Chuck Pratt chemistry
that
Chee again was a Trinity's next four games are against league foes, developed
over
play maker with four points, and Megan
last season. Noted Bergh, "I think the main
Fallon '08 contributed five points.
reason that we are having a successful season so far is because we are really close as
Visiting Cortland State arrived for a
a
team off the ice, which has made us sue-'
two-day doubleheader starting Dec. 9 and
offered a strong challenge for the Bantams. cessful on the ice." The next step for the
team will be to build on its 2-1-1 record in
The game was a nail-biter, with both teams
literally exchanging goals in each period, the NESCAC, and that opportunity will
come as soon as the season resumes with
but luckily it was Trinity that struck both
first and last in a 4-3 overtime win. another home doubleheader, starting Jan. 6
against Connecticut College, followed by a
Borawski netted the game-winner just over
a minute into the OT period, and the team match against Amherst the following day.
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Devanney Named New Head Coach Basketball
Goes South
For Tourny

continued from page 20
on a swivel or to remind them what time
study hall was.
"Trinity's reputation as an outstanding
academic institution allowed us to recruit
good students who are also good football
players," Priore said. "Our student-athletes
work hard both in the classroom and on the
field. We not only prepare our student-athletes for games, but for lives of leadership
after college."
The Bantams featured three players on
the NESC AC All-Academic team and eight
players who were All-Conference last year.
For the past two years, the rumors of
Priore leaving have surfaced, but the news
still surprised some of the players, the ones
he had personally recruited.
"I thought he was going to be here for
all four of my years," freshman cornerback
Harryl Smith said.
"I was a little upset [about Priore leaving], I'm not going to lie," offensive lineman Kevin Sun '09 said. "He's a great
coach and a great guy."
Before coming to Trinity, Priore
coached at Union College, SUNY-Albany,
and was offensive line coach and offensive
coordinator at the University of
Pennsylvania from 1992-1999, where they
won three Ivy League titles and won 24games in a row.
The Bantams will see a lot of new
changes among their coaching staff next
season, with offensive coordinator Jeff
Behrman following Priore to coach the
Seawolves. Outside linebacker coach
James Pio will be leaving the staff as well
and wide receivers coach Mike Darr is
retiring.
"I'm anxious to see who they'll bring in
to run our offense," Leo said. "I have a

feeling Devanney is going to open things
up, and we're going to score a lot of
points."
Devanney graduated from Trinity in
1993 after starring as a football and baseball player. He was voted NESCAC
Defensive Player of the Year in 1992. He
began as defensive line coach in 2001 and
served as the secondary coach for two
years before becoming defensive coordinator this past year.
"It's unbelievable," Devanney said.
"It's been a career goal of mine to be a head
coach at a great academic school, but I'd
never dreamed that at the age of 34, it
would come true here, at my alma mater.
I'm so proud as an alum to be continuing
the great tradition that this school has.
Trinity's dominant defense has been a
huge factor in their championship run,
leading the NESCAC and the nation in
total defense, and boasting the New
England Division II/IU Defensive Player of
the Year in 2005 and the NESCAC

Defensive Player of the Year the last two
years running.
Before returning to Trinity as a coach,
Devanney was the defensive coordinator at
Central Connecticut State University from
1998-2000, before moving on to become
secondary coach at Georgia Tech.
"I was shocked when Coach said he
was leaving, especially when he said
Behrman was leaving also," freshman running back Lemi Joyner said. "But we're
not going to lose a step with Devanney running the show."
"We're still not going to lose a game,"
wideout Jeff Pratt '08 declared.
"This dramatically changes my entire
life, but I knew it would. You don't understand how much work goes into this job
until you're in the big chair," Devanney
explained. "It's been a hectic 72 hours.
Not a second goes by that I don't think
about something that needs to be done, but
I'm up for the challenge, and I think everyone is."'

Chuck Pratt

In his six years as Head Coach, Priore went 39-9 and won four championships.

continued from page 18
aging on the season, and also scored six
points.
Junior forward Jasmine Johnson, who
is second on the team in rebounding behind
Cox with 6.5 rebounds per game, scored
four points and added three rebounds in the
game.
The Bantams, who have started this
season in the same fashion as last season
with a 4-3 record after seven games, look to
get back on the winning track during winter break.
The team will travel to sunny Miami,
Fla. to take part in the aptly named Florida
Sunshine Tournament. Trinity's first opponent in the tournament will be on Jan. 3
against the Catholic University Cardinals
who will come into the game with a 6-2
record. Trinity will then take on Florida
Memorial on Jan. 4.
After soaking up the sun for a couple of
days in Miami, the Bantams are forced to
fly back to Hartford and quickly get back to
work. After the end of the tournament,
Trinity will play their first home game of
the New Year on Friday, Jan. 6 when they
take on Elms College.
After the Elms game, the Bantams will
then take on the Blue Jays of Saint Joseph
College oh Jan. 11, the Amherst Lord Jeffs
on Jan. 14, the Connecticut College Camels
on Jan. 20, and finally the Wesleyan
Cardinals the next day before their winter
"vacation" comes to an end.
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Rhoten Becomes Trinity's All-Time Leading Scorer
CAT MAHER
SPORTS WRITER

The Trinity Men's Basketball
team traveled to Newton, Mass.
to take on the Lasell College
Lasers on Tuesday Dec. 6. Cocaptain Tyler Rhoten '06 scored a
game-high 24 points with six
rebounds, three blocks, and three
assists to lead the Bantams to a
79-65 win.
Trinity made 19 out of 22
attempts from the foul line in the
second half to outscore the Lasers
45-28 over the final 20 minutes.

Patrick Martin '07 had 16 points
and a team-high five assists and
classmate Kino Clarke added 11
points, five boards, and three
assists. The Bantams improved to
5-2 overall with the win, while
the Lasers drop to 3-4 with their
second loss in a row.
"Lasell was a tough road
game and a quality win," said
Eddie Fitzgerald '06. "We really
stepped it up in the second half
and showed how good we can be.
It was important for us to get this
win after the disappointing loss to

Chuck Pratt

Co-captain Tyler Rhoten'06 now has 1,852 points for his career.

Curry last week."
This past Thursday, the
Bantams took on the Springfield
College Pride at home - Trinity
won 67-61.
Rhoten scored a game-high
22 points, becoming the all-time
leading scorer in the school's
Men's Basketball history. He also
added six rebounds and three
assists to lead his team to the
win.
Rhoten passed Ken Abere '86
on the Trinity all-time scoring list
with his seventh point of the night
and his 1,817th career point and
finished the night with 1,832
points for his career.
"It was a great accomplishment for Tyler to get the record,"
said Fitzgerald afterward. "It
really shows what a prolific scorer he has been for Trinity in the
past four years."
Trinity outscored the Pride
17-4 over the final 4:45 of the
game with 15 of the 17 Bantam
points scored by Clarke and
Aaron Westbrooks '09.
With Springfield leading 5750, Westbrooks began the run
with his third three-pointer of the
game to cut the Pride lead to four
and Clarke scored 10 of the next
12 points,
includingg the gamep ,
g

Chuck Pratt

Kino Clarke '07 helped seal the win against the Pride with 17 points.
tying pair of free throws after emotion on the court. He and
stripping the ball from the Kino kind of took over the game
Springfield point guard in the in the second half and led us to
backcourt.
the win. We need people like that
to step up every game."
Clarke put Trinity ahead 6159 on a 15-foot jumper with less
Westbrooks and Clarke finthan a minute on the clock and
ished with 13 points apiece in the
combined with Westbrooks to
second half to finish with 15 and
make six free throws in as many
17 respectively, both also added
attempts to secure the victory for four rebounds.
the Bantams.
Pat Martin had game highs in
"We beat a really good rebounds and assists, pulling
down a 10 boards and dishing out
Springfield team on Thursday,"
Fitzgerald stated. "Aaron really
see BANTS on page IS
stepped
pp it up
p and showed a lot of
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Priore to I^ave^Lv iocl^TIJoubles
Up Cortland
SUNY Stony Brook
BEN L.EONG
SPORTS EDITOR

Trinity College Head Football
Coach'Chuck Priore called the
members of the team- together in
the Tansill room with an important announcement on Friday.
"I'm not going to beat around
the bush," a stoic Priore began,
Richard Hazelton, Trinity's
Athletic Director by his side.
"Because of recent budget cuts,
there will no longer be a football
team."
Priore looked out at his team,
who sat in a confused hush for
several seconds.
"This is a joke, right?" junior
running back Gennaro Leo asked,
breaking the silence.
Priore broke into a smile, one
that in his six years at Trinity
could just as quickly turn into a
scowl, and the whole team let out
a laugh and sighs of relief.
With that, Priore announced
that he would be leaving Trinity
College and accepting the head
coach position at Stony Brook
University, in Long Island, NY.
Priore will take over the
Seawolves, a Division I-AA

the schedule ot
games oxer break m
Sports in Brief on
page IN

squad that finished 6-5 this past
season. Defensive coordinator
Jeff Devanney will take over as
the new head coach.
Priore led the Bantams to
their
fourth
consecutive
NESCAC Championship this season and a 30-game winning
streak,,a New England Division
III record and second longest
streak in the nation.
Priore leaves with a career
record of 39-9 and as a three-time
NESCAC Coach of the Year,
(winning it again this season) and
two-time AFCA Regional Coach
as a of the Year.
"I'm happy for him, this is a
great career move," linebacker
Nile Lundgren '07 said. "I went
up to him and congratulated him.
He grew up in Long Island, and
now he's closer to his family
coaching a Division I-AA team;
I'm proud of Mm."
On and off the field, Priore
held the Bantams to a high standard, his gruff voice echoing in
players' heads whether he was
telling them to keep their heads

PETER DACEY
Trinity with a 2-0 overall record,
SPORTS WRITER
as well as the number one ranking
Following a successful Openin the nation, and proved that they
ing to the season, the Trinity
are both worthy of that distincWomen's Hockey team faced its
tion, and that they will be a tough
first rough stretch of the year with
foe to overcome in the NESCAC.
tough back-to-back games against
Middlebury wasted no time as
Middlebury and Williams, both
the game opened, scoring within
on the road. Both games were a
the first five minutes of the game,
struggle, but the schedule juxta-. and posting a five-spot before the
posed them with three straight
period ended. Even through the
home non-conference games, and
efforts of the Bantams, the score
Trinity took full advantage.
was 9-0 by the time the dust settled at the end of the game. '
Perennial power Middlebury
Despite the magnitude of the
entered the Nov. 26 game against

loss, the team was far from discouraged. While it may seem
impossible to bring something
positive out of such a defeat,
Trinity displayed a hallmark of a
very good team by feeding from it
instead of folding.
According to senior goaltender Courtney Bergh, it "made
us play that much harder against
Williams the next day," and the
result was a solid game against
Williams, 3-3. Despite the fact
that Trinity would surrender a 3-1
lead after two periods and have to
settle for a tie, this was truly a
statement game, as Williams
entered the action ranked in the
top-10 in the nation.
Trinity made the best of their
power play opportunities, scoring
all three of their goals with a oneman advantage. Sophomore
defenseman Ali Schmidt had a
hand in every Trinity score, posting the first score for the Bantams
and tallying an assist in the other
two, and senior forward Tara
Borawski and freshman forward
Michelle Chee each totaled a pair
of points.
Unfortunately, the team could
not hold on to the lead, giving up

Chuck Pratt

see DEVANNEY on page 19

Emmy Handy '08 had two goals in the second game against Cortland.

INSIDE SPORTS
Finish reading about
Women's Hockey on page 18

Read about Woman's Bask.otbaU\
Win let Plans on page J8

see WILLIAMS on page 18 •

Continue reading about
the futuie of Trinity's
Football program on
page 19

